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ABSTRACT
This thesis addresses various problems in computer vision which are related to the interpretation of images of polyhedral objects with a special emphasis on the e ects of
uncertainty. Its contributions span three areas: we rst present an approach to the
recovery of 3D shape from a single image using line-drawing analysis and complex reectance models. The algorithm deals explicitly with uncertainty in vertex position. We
then propose an algorithm for computing the nite-resolution aspect graph of polyhedral
objects. For each region of the aspect graph a representative nite-resolution aspect is
computed. Neighboring regions with identical nite-resolution aspects are merged producing the nite-resolution aspect graph. Finally, we develop a probabilistic approach to
object recognition. Match hypotheses are ranked by the probability that they are correct.
For each hypothesis the pose of the object is recovered and the region of the pose space
compatible with the image uncertainty is computed. Hypotheses which match di erent
features of the same model reinforce each other when the corresponding uncertainty regions in the pose space have a non-empty intersection. Sets of consistent hypotheses
are ranked by probability that they are the correct interpretation of the features, producing an ordering of the possible interpretations. The three algorithms have been fully
implemented and examples are presented.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Uncertainty manifests itself in most aspects of computer vision. This is a natural consequence of the fact that image interpretation is based on sensing information: uncertainty
may be due to image acquisition (e.g., camera distortion, signal intensity quantization,
and errors caused by image quantization into a grid of pixels) or to model incompleteness (e.g., simpli ed reectance or camera models). As a result, the output of low-level
processes (e.g., edge detection algorithms) may itself be inaccurate or incomplete, and
high-level processes which use this output must take the corresponding uncertainties into
account. Thus, in order to create more robust computer vision algorithms, the e ects
of uncertainty have to be understood and modeled. In this thesis we deal with various
types of uncertainty which come up in problems dealing with the interpretation of images
of polyhedral objects. Speci cally we address the following three problems: (1) shape
recovery of 3D polyhedra using line-drawing analysis and shading information, (2) aspect
graph computation for polyhedral objects under nite-resolution camera models, and (3)
3D object recognition. We attack these problems independently, and the relationships
between them are discussed in the conclusion.
The thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, we develop an approach to 3D polyhedra shape recovery using line-drawing analysis and shading information 71, 79]. This
1

algorithm is an extension of Sugihara's classical method for quantitative line-drawing
interpretation 85]. It explicitly deals with uncertainty in vertex position (this was not
done in the original algorithm 85]), and applies the shape recovery scheme to complex
reectance models including the Lambertian model with interreections 31, 63] and a
reectance model for specular objects 10, 62, 88]. The algorithm has been fully implemented. We show through examples how uncertainty in vertex position is dealt with
correctly, and demonstrate the algorithm's performance on real images of objects with
complex reectance properties.
In Chapter 3, we compute aspect graphs 54] of polyhedral objects which take into
account the image spatial quantization 78]. Equations for nite-resolution visual events
are rst derived. We then use these equations to trace the visual-event curves 55]
and compute the corresponding regions and representative aspects for each region using
a plane-sweep algorithm 34, 72]. We compute for each characteristic aspect a niteresolution version by merging features which are closer than a preset distance. This
produces a more realistic aspect graph than the classical one. The details of this algorithm
are presented in Appendix A. The complexity of the algorithm and the size of the niteresolution aspect graph are analyzed. The algorithm has been fully implemented and
tested on a number of models.
In Chapter 4, we develop a 3D object recognition algorithm 80]. In order to guide
the recognition process we compute the probability that a match hypothesis between
image and model features is correct. We use the probabilistic peaking e ect of measured
angles and ratios of lengths 11, 13, 15] to compute these probabilities and account for
various types of uncertainty, e.g., incomplete and inexact edge detection. For each match
hypothesis we recover the pose of the object and the pose uncertainty region which is due
to the uncertainty in vertex position, then nd sets of hypotheses reinforcing each other
by matching features of the same object with compatible uncertainty regions. We develop
2

a probabilistic expression to compare these hypothesis sets, and use that expression to
rank them. The hypothesis sets with the highest ranks are returned by the algorithm.
The algorithm has been fully implemented, and tested on several real images.
Although we attack three di erent problems in this thesis, a number of techniques are
used throughout, and certain algorithms developed in one chapter are used in another.
Details on these interrelations, the signi cance of this thesis, its main contributions and
future research directions are discussed in Chapter 5.
We review in Appendix B homotopy continuation 61] and a technique for curve
tracing 55] which are used throughout this thesis.
In the rest of this thesis we will denote vectors using bold face type. For most other
variables we will use regular type letters.

3

CHAPTER 2
Recovering The Shape of Polyhedra Using
Line-Drawing Analysis and Complex Reectance
Models
2.1 Introduction
We address the problem of deciding whether a labelled line-drawing 20, 26, 39, 44, 65, 89]
represents a picture of some polyhedron, and, in this case, reconstructing a polyhedron
that projects onto the line-drawing 23, 45, 49, 50, 58, 85, 86] using shading information.
We propose an approach that combines Sugihara's algebraic characterization of linedrawings of polyhedra 77, 85, 86] with gradient space constraints 23, 45, 49, 50, 58],
shape-from-shading techniques 31, 63], and radiosity methods 21, 59]. Its novelty is
that it explicitly takes into account uncertainty in vertex position and phenomena such
as interreections. Its main advantages are its eciency in using linear programming to
reject incorrect scene interpretations and its ability to perform shape recovery using real
images of objects with complex reectance properties 10, 31, 63, 62, 88].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses the state of
the art in line-drawing analysis and 3D shape recovery. We introduce our approach in
4

Section 2.3. We present an algorithm for line-drawing analysis which takes into account
uncertainty in vertex position in Section 2.4, and present our 3D shape recovery algorithm
in Section 2.5. Implementation and results are presented in Section 2.6. Finally, a number
of issues raised by our algorithm and its implementation are discussed in Section 2.7.

2.2 Literature Review
+
+
+

Figure 2.1 Labelling of a line-drawing of a cube.

2.2.1 Line-Drawing Analysis
The problem of labelling a line-drawing and deciding whether a labelled line-drawing
represents a correct picture of some polyhedron has been studied extensively 20, 26, 39,
44]. Given a line-drawing of a polyhedron, the labelling problem is to correctly label
each edge in the line-drawing as convex (+ label), concave (;), or occluding ( or !).
For occluding edges, the occluding face lies on the right when one looks in the direction
of the arrow label. For example, Figure 2.1 shows the labelled line-drawing of a cube
oating in space. The outer edges are occluding ones, while the inner ones are convex.
Several algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem. For example Hu man 44]
and Clowes 20] study objects with trihedral junctions (Figure 2.2), and show that only
5

a small number of the possible labellings for each type of junction actually occurs in
polyhedral objects. In 89], Waltz presents a constraint propagation algorithm which
exploits these constraints to eciently nd all the consistent labellings of a line-drawing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2 Types of trihedral junctions: (a) T junction, (b) arrow junction, (c) fork
junction (d) L junction.

The main problem that arises with line-drawing labelling is that even line-drawings
that have consistent labellings are not guaranteed to be a picture of a real polyhedron.
For example, Figure 2.3(a) shows a line-drawing with a consistent labelling, but admits
no correct interpretations with planar faces (Figure 2.3(b)), because any edges between
two planar faces must be collinear, which is not the case for faces A and B in the
gure. Quantitative approaches using vertex position information are used to address
this problem. Each face appearing in the image is parameterized by z = px + qy + r,
where the pair (p q) is the gradient of the face, a point in gradient space. The legality
of the line-drawing is shown by proving that a set of consistent parameters can be found
for all the faces in the image. These methods use equality and inequality constraints
on the gradient space, known as gradient space constraints. Mackworth 58], Hu man
45], Kanade 49, 50], and Draper 23] use these constraints to determine whether a
line-drawing could be a picture of a polyhedral object.
In 85, 86], Sugihara proved that a labelled line-drawing correctly represents the
projection of some polyhedron if and only if the linear constraints

8
>< Aw = 0
>: B w  0
6

(2.1)

A

B

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3 A line-drawing with a consistent labelling that only non-polyhedral objects
yield: (a) a line-drawing with a consistent labelling (b) a non-polyhedral object which
yields this line-drawing.
admit a solution. These are the fundamental equations associated with the line-drawing.
The matrices A and B are derived from the positions of the vertices, the incidence
relations between vertices, edges, and faces, and the edge labels. The vector w denotes
the unknown face parameters of the observed polygon.
Thus, linear programming can be used to determine whether a line-drawing is \correct", i.e., whether there exists some polyhedron projecting onto it 86]. Due to the loss
of depth information in the imaging process, a correct line-drawing admits an in nite
number of interpretations. In other words, if there exists a solution w to (2.1), then
there exists an in nite number of distinct solutions. However, when additional cues such
as intensity or texture are available, it is possible to select a unique 3D interpretation w
through non-linear optimization under the linear constraints (2.1) 85].
Sugihara's approach is rigorous and elegant. It has been called \the nal breakthrough
in quantitative (line-drawing) analysis" 43]. However, as remarked by Sugihara himself,
a problem with his method is that condition (2.1) is too strict: minute perturbations
of vertex positions can make a line-drawing incorrect. For example, the labelled linedrawing in Figure 2.4(a) appears to correctly represent a truncated pyramid seen from
above and oating in space. Closer inspection reveals that, due to error in vertex position,

7

+
+
+

(a)

+
+

+

+

+
+

+

(b)

(c)

+
+

Figure 2.4 (a) A \correct looking" labelled line-drawing. (b) Superstrictness. (c) An
incorrect line-drawing.

the three edges that (once extended) should intersect at the pyramid's apex actually do
not meet (Figure 2.4(b)).
This \superstrictness" problem is in fact common to most quantitative approaches
to line-drawing analysis, including those based on gradient space 23]. To avoid it, Sugihara proposed to detect and delete the constraints that lead to superstrictness by using
the purely combinatorial notion of position-free incidence structures 85]. This, unfortunately, leads to a new diculty: The remaining conditions may not be strict enough,
and incorrect line-drawings such as the one in Figure 2.4(c) may be classi ed as correct.
In addition, the missing constraints introduce gaps in the recovered surfaces 85].
In this chapter we will avoid superstrictness by explicitly accounting for uncertainty
in vertex position. Unlike Sugihara, we do not eliminate constraints that lead to a superstrict set of equations. Instead, we explicitly introduce uncertainty in these constraints.
A linear form is obtained by examining the constraints imposed by edges in gradient space
23, 45, 49, 50, 58], yielding a system of equalities and inequalities similar to (2.1). A
necessary condition for a line-drawing to be the correct projection of a polyhedron is that
this system admits a solution. It can be tested, as before, through linear programming.

8

2.2.2 Shape From Shading and Reectance Models
As mentioned earlier, the line-drawing itself does not contain enough information for 3D
shape recovery, and for each legal line-drawing there are an in nite number of shapes
which could yield that line-drawing (Figure 2.5). Therefore more information such as
shading is needed to recover the 3D shape. The problem of recovering shape from shading
has been extensively studied 42, 43, 47, 53]. Most approaches assume a Lambertian
reectance which models matte surfaces. According to that model the intensity of light
reected from a surface is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the direction of
the light source and the normal to the surface and does not depend on the viewer position.
Assuming that the surface of object is Lambertian, the main problem is that the shading
information at a point in the image provides only one constraint on surface orientation,
while surface orientation has two degrees of freedom. The shape can be recovered by
adding the assumption that the object is smooth and therefore the orientation of the
surface is continuous. Several methods have been proposed to solve this problem. The
traditional method for solving problems mathematically similar to this one depends on
growing characteristic strips 43]. In 47], Ikeuchi and Horn present a relaxation method
on a grid. In 94], Woodham presents the photometric stereo method which uses several
images taken with di erent lighting directions. The constraints obtained from each image
are combined to yield the surface orientation.
The above applications have shown that the Lambertian model does reasonably well
in describing pure di use reection. There are many cases however where this model is
not adequate. Forsyth and Zisserman 31] study the e ects of interreections between
Lambertian surfaces on the intensity of light reected from them. Nayar et. al. 62]
present a shape-from-shading algorithm which speci cally deals with interreections.
One of the important factors which determines the reectance is the roughness of the
surface. Nayar and Oren 64] present a reectance model for rough matte surfaces. For
9

+

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5 An in nite number of shapes which yield the same line-drawing: (a) a linedrawing (b) two of the in nite number of shapes which yield this line-drawing.

very smooth (mirror-like) specular surfaces, most of the reected light is concentrated in
the specular direction. Beckmann and Spizzichino 10] and Torrance and Sparrow 88]
present reectance models which deal with rough specular surfaces. Nayar et. al. 63]
compare the two models and present a general model which simpli es these models and
combines them with the Lambertian reectance model. These reectance models are used
in several graphics and shape-from-shading algorithms. Cook and Torrance 22] present a
modi ed version of the Torrance-Sparrow model for rendering images of objects Healey
and Binford 41] use the Torrance-Sparrow model to determine local shape from specular
reections and Tagare and deFigueiredo 87] use it to recover the shape and reectance
of surfaces.
In our case we are not able to use the shape-from-shading methods described above
because the smoothness assumption is violated at the edges of the object, and the shading
over faces of the object is constant which does not enable us to recover the surface
orientation. We therefore develop special shape recovery techniques for polyhedral objects
which use the line-drawing and the shading information.

10

2.3 Approach
2.3.1 Notation
We consider a labelled line-drawing, represented by a set of faces, vertices, labelled edges,
and their incidence relations. Orthographic projection is assumed. The image is in the
x y plane, and the projection direction is along the z axis.
A face f is represented by its equation:

z = px + qy + r

(2.2)

and the gradient vector (p q) is denoted by g.
A vertex v is represented by its image position (x y) and its (unknown) depth z. In
the presence of uncertainty, the actual position (x y) is not known exactly. Instead, it
is related to the measured image position (~x y~) through a perturbation (  ), with the
constraints:

8>
< x = x~ +  jj  
>: y = y~ +  j j  :

(2.3)

In other words, the actual position is within some small rectangle of side 2 from the
measured position.
An edge e is represented by its endpoints vi  vj and its adjacent faces fk  fl. It is
oriented from vi to vj , and fk (resp. fl ) lies on its right (resp. its left).

2.3.2 Sugihara's Fundamental Equations
Assume for the moment that the image coordinates of the vertices are known perfectly.
Consider the line-drawing in Figure 2.6(a). Faces f1 and f2 meet along concave edge e1 .
Vertex v1 lies on e1 , and thus on f1  f2, while v2 lies on f2 only. Let the equation of fi be
11

z = pix + qiy + ri and the coordinates of vj be (xj  yj  zj ), we have the following equality
constraints:
8
>> z = p x + q y + r 
>< 1 1 1 1 1 1
(2.4)
>> z1 = p2x1 + q2 y1 + r2 
>: z = p x + q y + r :
2
2 2
2 2
2

v2
f3

v3

f2

f1

(a)

v5

f4

e1

v4
e2

(b)
Figure 2.6 Line-drawings and constraints.
v1

Since e1 is concave, v2 must lie above the plane of f1, yielding the inequality constraint:

z2 > p1 x2 + q1y2 + r1 :

(2.5)

Consider now the line-drawing in Figure 2.6(b). Face f4 occludes f3 along e2 . Let
v3 and v4 be two consecutive vertices along e2, and v5 be their mid-point, we have the
following inequalities:

8
>> z  p x + q y + r 
>< 3 3 3 3 3 3
>> z4  p3x4 + q3 y4 + r3
>: z > p x + q y + r :
5
3 5
3 5
3

(2.6)

Equality is allowed in the rst two inequalities, but not in the third one. This is
because the occluding edge e2 can touch f3 at some point, but not at every point (otherwise it would be a concave edge) 85]. Three equality constraints should be added,
corresponding to the fact that v3  v4 v5 belong to f4 .
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The above constraints are linear in the unknowns pi  qi ri zj . Sugihara gathered all
such constraints into (2.1), where A and B are matrices whose coecients are functions
of the vertex coordinates xj  yj , and w is obtained by concatenating the unknowns for all
faces and vertices. He proved that a necessary and sucient condition for a line-drawing
to correctly represent the projection of a polyhedron is that these equations admit a
solution.
In the next section, we will derive similar constraints in the case where the x y
coordinates of the vertices are not known exactly.

2.4 Constraints under Uncertainty
We rst examine the constraints imposed by incident vertices and faces, and then derive
gradient space constraints associated with convex and concave edges.

2.4.1 Vertex Constraints
Writing that a vertex vi lies on two faces fk and fl and eliminating the unknown depth
zi yields:
(pk ; pl )xi + (qk ; ql )yi + (rk ; rl ) = 0

(2.7)

which can be rewritten as:
(pk ; pl )~xi + (qk ; ql )~yi + (rk ; rl ) + (pk ; pl )i + (qk ; ql )i = 0:

(2.8)

The quadratic terms can be eliminated by introducing the new variables aki =
pk i bki = qk i :
(pk ; pl )~xi + (qk ; ql )~yi + (rk ; rl ) + (aki ; ali ) + (bki ; bli) = 0:
13

(2.9)

By (2.3) aki bki satisfy non-linear constraints:

8
>< ja j  jp j
ki
k
>: jb j  jq j:
ki
k

(2.10)

A similar derivation gives the following constraint for occluding edges:
(pk ; pl )~xi + (qk ; ql )~yi + (rk ; rl ) + (aki ; ali ) + (bki ; bli) > 0:

(2.11)

The next subsection shows how to use gradient space constraints to eliminate the four
quadratic constraints.

2.4.2 Edge Constraints
Consider an edge e with extremities vi  vj , and two adjacent faces fk  fl . Assume that e
is either convex or concave. Writing that vi and vj belong to fk and fl , and eliminating
the unknown depths zi  zj yields:
(gk ; gl )  te = 0

(2.12)

where te is the vector joining the projections of the vertices vi and vj into the image
plane. This is the well known constraint imposed by an edge on the gradients of the
adjacent faces 50].
Observe that te is necessarily contained in the double cone joining the uncertainty
regions centered in x~i = (~xi  y~i) and x~j = (~xj  y~j ) (Figure 2.7).
Let ~te = x~j ; x~i be the axis of this cone,  be its half-angle, and let n~e be the vector
obtained by rotating ~te 90 counterclockwise. Since gk ; gl and te are orthogonal, it
follows that gk ; gl lies in the double-cone centered on n~e with half-angle , i.e.,

j(gk ; gl)  ~tej  j(gk ; gl)  n~ej tan :

(2.13)

This condition is not linear. Next, we show that the sign of (gk ; gl )  n~e is actually
known, which brings us back to the realm of linear algebra.
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vi

ne

fk
gk-gl
fl
te

vj

te

Figure 2.7 Edge constraints. The double arrow indicates that the orientation of gk ; gl
is unknown.

We have not used the convexity (or concavity) of the edge yet. Suppose e is convex,
let ne be the real direction of its normal, and zl and zk be the points where the line
parallel to the z axis in xi + ne intersects the planes of fl and fk (Figure 2.8).

zk

ne
z
vi
y

fk

te

+

x

zl

fl

vj

Figure 2.8 The geometric constraints imposed by a convex edge.
Since e is convex, we know that zk > zl , yielding, after some algebraic manipulation:
(gk ; gl )  ne > 0

(2.14)

(gk ; gl )  n~e > 0

(2.15)

which determines the side of the double-cone where gk ; gl lies (Figure 2.9). This is
again a well known constraint 50]. We already know that gk ; gl and ne are aligned, so:
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except in the degenerate case where the two vertices are so close to each other as to make
 = =2.
Combining (2.13) and (2.15) yields a linear constraint:

j(gk ; gl)  ~tej  ((gk ; gl)  n~e) tan :

(2.16)

The analysis applies to concave edges by inverting the orientation of gk ; gl (Figure
2.9).
When the double cone centered in n~e does not contain the x axis, (2.16) determines
the sign s = 1 of pk ; pl , yielding the linear constraint:

jaki ; alij  s(pk ; pl):

(2.17)

vi

vi

ne

fk

fk
gk-gl
ne

+
fl

fl
gk-gl

vj

vj

Figure 2.9 Constraints on the direction of gk ; gl imposed by concave (left) and convex
(right) edges.

Similarly, when the double cone does not contain the y axis, (2.16) determines the
sign s of qk ; ql , yielding:

jbki ; blij  s(qk ; ql):

(2.18)

In general, a convex or concave edge provides at least one of these two constraints for
each of its extremities.
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2.4.3 Remarks
We have shown that, even in the presence of uncertainty, a labelled line-drawing can be
characterized by a set of linear constraints. Let us close this section with a few remarks.
First, one of the variables rk can be set to some arbitrary value since absolute depth
cannot be recovered under orthographic projection. The variables zi can be recovered
from the other variables. Second, (2.11) and (2.15) contain strict inequalities, which
is normally a diculty for linear programming. As remarked by Sugihara 86], all the
constraints are homogeneous, and strict inequalities with a zero constant term can be
replaced by non-strict inequalities with an arbitrary positive constant term. Third, these
constraints only provide a necessary condition for correctness. In particular, the signs of
pk ; pl and qk ; ql cannot always be determined.

2.5 3D Shape Recovery
2.5.1 Principle
Like Sugihara 85], we formulate 3D shape recovery as an optimization problem. Consider
a set of visual cues, such as intensity or texture. Let w denote the unknown geometric
parameters, l denote the other scene parameters (e.g., light source direction and intensity,
surface albedo), Ik denote the observed value of the kth cue (e.g., the intensity of face
fk ), and Jk (w l) denote the value of this cue that would be observed if the actual scene
parameters were w and l. Recovering w and l amounts to minimizing:

X
k

(Ik ; Jk (w l))2

(2.19)

under the linear constraints derived in Sect. 2.4:

8
>< Aw = 0
>: B w  0:
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(2.20)

This is what Sugihara calls a quadratic error minimization, a term we nd a bit
misleading since the error term is in general not quadratic in the unknown parameters.
This is unfortunate since quadratic minimization under linear constraints can be solved
exactly.
To solve the constrained minimization problem, we rst use Gaussian elimination
to delete all linear equalities and determine the values of a corresponding number of
variables as a linear function of the remaining ones. Among the possible choices, we
choose the subset of variables which yields the best numerical stability. This is done by
nding which n-tuple of standard basis vectors produce a square matrix with the highest
possible condition number when added to matrix A.
We solve our constrained optimization problem using an active set method 57], which
reduces the original problem to the unconstrained minimization of:

X

X

k

j

(Ik ; Jk (w l))2 +

(minf0 Bj wg)2

(2.21)

where Bj denotes the j th row of B . From the way the problem is stated, it is clear that
any model Jk which can recover Ik accurately when given the scene parameters w and
l can be used to recover the shape information and the scene parameters. Therefore
models like the ones used in computer graphics to render physically accurate images can
be substituted for Jk in the formalization of the problem.
Because optimization algorithms may fall into local minima a method must be devised
to give the algorithm a starting position as close as possible to the optimal one. The
method we have chosen is to divide the algorithm into two stages. In the rst one we
run the optimization algorithm using a simpli ed model (e.g., disregarding the e ects
of interreections on the image). Such a model will have fewer unknown parameters
than the full model or make it easier to compute Jk (w l), but it may give less accurate
results. We run the optimization using the simple model with various starting positions.
In the second stage we use the best result of the rst stage as the starting position for
18

optimization using the elaborate model. For complex reectance models we generalized
this method for more than two stages, where the result of each stage is the starting
position of the next stage.
In order to demonstrate the applicability of our method we have implemented shape
recovery from shading information using three reectance models: the pure Lambertian
model, the Lambertian model with interreections 31, 63], and a reectance model for
smooth specular objects 10, 63, 88].

2.5.2 Lambertian Model
Under the Lambertian model we assume that there is a distant point light source whose
direction s and intensity s are unknown and suppose that the observed object has a
constant (but unknown) albedo (see Figure 2.10). Our method di ers from classical
shape-from-shading techniques 47] in which these parameters are assumed to be known
(on the other hand those methods do not assume that the object is polyhedral). Photometric stereo 94] does not require the albedo to be constant or that the object be
polyhedral but requires the direction and intensity of the light sources and more than
one image.
s

n

k

r

Figure 2.10 The Lambertian reectance model nk is the normal to the surface, s is the
light source direction, and r is the viewing direction.
The kth cue Ik is the intensity measured on the kth face. We compute Jk as:

Jk (w l) = s nk  s
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(2.22)

where nk = p(p2 +1 q2 +1) (;pk  ;qk  1)T is the normal to face number k, and the scene
k k
parameters l denote the lighting direction s the intensity of the light s, and the albedo
. In this case we cannot decouple the albedo from the intensity s of the light source,
therefore we recover their product.
For this reectance model we have two stages of optimization, using the result of the
rst stage as the starting position of the second stage. The simpli ed model we use in
the rst stage disregards the uncertainty in vertex position. This reduces the number of
unknowns considerably. In the case of superstrictness, like Sugihara 85], we delete the
corresponding constraints. In the second stage we take into account all the constraints
and the uncertainty in vertex position.

2.5.3 Lambertian Model With Interreections
Radiosity methods are used in computer graphics to compute the interreections of visible
light and to render physically-accurate images of objects 21, 81]. They have also been
used in computer vision to recover the shape of objects from images with interreections
31, 63]. In 63] photometric stereo is used in the initial stages of the algorithm requiring
several images and knowing the light source parameters. On the other hand the albedo
is unknown and does not have to be constant, and the shape of the recovered object does
not have to be polyhedral.
Under the interreection model the total irradiance E (x) at point x is expressed as
the sum of the irradiance Es(x) due to the light source and the irradiance due to all
other points on the surface which can see x. The radiance L at the point x is related to
its irradiance E by:
L(x) = (x) E (x)
(2.23)
where (x)= is the bi-directional reectance distribution function for a Lambertian
surface. The geometric factor (the form factor) which relates the irradiance E (x) due to
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the radiance of the point x0 to the radiance of x0 , whose geometry is illustrated in Figure
2.11 is:
0
0
0
F (x x0) = View(x x0) n  (x ; x)]n  (x ; x )] :
(2.24)

jx ; xj
0

4

n’
θ

r

x’

n
dA’

r
θ

i

x

Figure 2.11 The contribution of light reected from a surface patch dA0 around x0 to
the irradiance of point x, where r = x ; x0, and n and n0 are the surface normals at x
and x0 respectively.
Here, View(x x0) equals one when x and x0 can see each other, and therefore can
illuminate each other, and zero otherwise. Thus the irradiance E (x) of the surface
element dA0 due to the radiance of the point x0 is:
E (x) = F (x x0)L(x0)dA0:

(2.25)

From equations (2.23) and (2.25), we obtain:

Z
L(x) = Ls(x) +  F (x x0)L(x0)dA0:

(2.26)

We use (2.26) to compute the intensity of the light reected by the pixels in the image.
Each pixel which is a rectangle in the image whose area is D is actually a parallelogram
in space whose area is D=(v  n) where v is the viewing direction. We assume that each
pixel has uniform intensity. Applying (2.26) at a pixel P we obtain:
Z X
Z

v

n
P]
0
L(P ) = s  nP  s + D
L(P )
F (x x0)dA0dA
x2P P 6=P
x 2P
(2.27)
0
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0

0

where L(P ) is the intensity of light radiated from pixel P and nP is the normal to the
surface at P .
When the distance between P and the pixels it can \see" is large compared with the
size of P , (2.27) can be approximated by:

L(P ) = s  nP  s + 

X F (xP  xP )D L(P 0)

v  nP
0

P 6=P
0

0

(2.28)

where xP is the center of pixel P . For the contribution of each pixel to L(P ) we decide
which of (2.27) or (2.28) to use by the distance between the pixels. Therefore (2.28) is
mainly used for pairs of pixels which lie on both sides of a concave edge, close to it.
For this reectance model we have three stages of optimization, using the result of each
stage as the starting position of the next stage. In the rst stage of the optimization
we disregard interreections and the uncertainty in vertex position. For each face fk
we choose the intensity Ik as the minimum intensity value of a pixel of that face. As
interreections can only add to the intensity of a pixel the minimum value should be as
close as possible to the light reected only due to the light source. In the second stage we
take into account interreections. We nally perform a third optimization stage which
takes into account vertex uncertainty.

2.5.4 Reectance Model for Specular Objects
The Lambertian model described above is limited to objects with matte surfaces. To
deal with other types of materials, more complete reectance models have been derived.
Beckmann and Spizzichino 10] developed a reectance model for rough specular objects.
In this model the specular reectance of an object was divided into two components: the
specular lobe, and the specular spike. Torrance and Sparrow 88] developed a simpler
model which captures only the specular lobe component (this model is widely used in
graphics 22] and has also been used computer vision 41, 87]). The relative strengths of
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the specular lobe and the specular spike vary with the roughness of the object. As the object is rougher the magnitude of the specular lobe gets stronger and the magnitude of the
specular spike decreases. In most instances one of the two specular components is signi cant while the other is negligible. In addition to these two components, the reectance of
most materials has a di use lobe which can be approximated by the Lambertian model.
In 63], Nayar et. al. analyzed the above reectance models and proposed a simpler
model to approximate them, and make them easier to use in computer vision algorithms.
According to this model, the irradiance in the r direction Eim is written as:
2
Eim = Kdl (n  s) + nKslr exp(; 2 2 ) + Kss ( )
where (as shown in Figure 2.12) denotes the angle between r and the mirror direction s0
for source direction s reected o the surface whose normal is n,  is the angle between the
bisector of (s and r) and n, denotes the slope roughness of the surface, and Kdl  Ksl and
Kss denote the strengths of the di use lobe, specular lobe, and specular spike components
respectively. The specular spike and the specular lobe components peak when r = s0 as
 and vanish. As the viewing direction changes the specular spike component decays
rapidly to zero. The decay of the specular lobe component is more gradual and depends
on the roughness of the surface. The rougher the surface, the larger gets, and the slower
the decay. In Figure 2.13, polar plots of the three reection components are shown as
a function of the sensor direction for a xed light direction (Figure 2.13(a)) and as a
function of the light source direction for a xed sensor direction (Figure 2.13(b)).
We have concentrated on relatively smooth objects. In this case most of the specular
component of the reected light is concentrated in directions close to the mirror direction.
Faces which have a specular component in their reection in the direction of the camera
are easily distinguished from the others because of the high intensity of light reected
from them. For faces without a specular component the reectance model reduces to
the Lambertian model. For faces with a specular component we know that the camera
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nα
φ

r

Figure 2.12 The general reectance model n is the normal to the surface, s is the light
source direction, s0 is the mirror direction, r is the viewing direction and b is the bisector
between s and r  is the angle between n and b, and is the angle between r and s0.
n
n

s’

s

s’

s

specular spike

specular spike

r

r
diffuse lobe

specular lobe

diffuse lobe

specular lobe

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.13 Polar plots of the three reection components (adapted from 63]): (a) a
function of the sensor direction for a xed light source direction (b) a function of the
light source direction for a xed sensor direction.
is approximately in the mirror direction of that face. Thus given an estimate for the
geometric parameters of a specular face, the light source direction s can be computed
directly. Therefore when a specular face appears in the image, the number of independent
unknowns is reduced. The number of unknowns is further reduced when there are several
specular faces because that implies that those faces are parallel to each other. So although
this reectance model is more complicated then the Lambertian one, recovering the shape
when such faces appear in the image is easier. When there is no such face the algorithm
is reduced to the algorithm described for the Lambertian model. For this reectance
model we use the same two stages of optimization as for the Lambertian model.
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2.6 Implementation and Results
We have implemented the approach proposed in Sect. 2.4 to test the correctness of
a line-drawing in the presence of uncertainty using linear programming. In this case,
linear programming is not used for optimization, but rather for deciding whether there
exists a point satisfying these constraints. We present results classifying line-drawings
as legal or illegal for di erent uncertainty bounds. We also present our implementation
of 3D shape recovery from intensity data using the method described in Sect. 2.5. We
have applied an active set optimization method to the solution space obtained through
performing Gaussian elimination on the linear equality constraints. However, no special
techniques were used exploiting the linearity of the inequalities. This did not degrade the
performance of the algorithm because usually a point was found in the early stages of the
algorithm that satis ed those constraints, and the main e ort was put into computing
and minimizing the objective function for points that satis ed all of the inequalities.
The algorithm has been implemented in C using the simplex algorithm from 73] and the
Levenberg-Marquardt procedure of the MINPACK library 60]. Experiments were run
on a SUN SPARC Station.

2.6.1 Line-Drawing Analysis
Figure 2.14(a) shows a sample line-drawing, reproduced from 85]. Of particular interest
are the three edges e4  e5 e6 converging toward the center of this truncated pyramid.
With the nominal values given in 85], and an  = 0 uncertainty bound, this \correct
looking" line-drawing is classi ed as incorrect by our program (Figure 2.14(b)). The
corresponding linear programming problem has 51 variables and 84 constraints. The
running time of the program is 3.6s. Next, we set the uncertainty bound to  = 0:002.
This time, the line-drawing is classi ed as correct by our program, as con rmed by Figure
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Figure 2.14 (a) A line-drawing from 85]. Close-ups of the region where the support
lines of e4  e5 e6 should intersect. (b) Incorrect line-drawing with  = 0. (c) Correct
line-drawing with  = 0:002.

2.14(c), where the double cones corresponding to the three edges have been drawn and
are shown to intersect. The number of variables is the same as before, but there are 120
constraints, and the running time of the program is 8.2s. The di erence in the number
of constraints comes from the fact that, for  = 0, each pair of inequalities corresponding
to (2.16-2.18) can be replaced by a single equality.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.15 Results for two combinatorially equivalent line-drawings: (a) an incorrect
line-drawing (b) a correct line-drawing.
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Figure 2.15(a) is reproduced from 9]. It is an incorrect line-drawing, as veri ed by our
program. In this case, the corresponding linear programming problem has 44 variables
and 80 constraints, with a total running time of 4.0s. Figure 2.15(b) shows a correct
version of the same line-drawing, with a random perturbation of range 0.01 in vertex
position. Note that this perturbation is not visible in this picture where the longest edge
has length 10. The line-drawing is correctly classi ed by our program with  = 0:01. The
number of variables and constraints is the same as before, and the running time is 3.9s.

2.6.2 Lambertian Objects
We have tested our shape recovery algorithm on several real images. Figure 2.16(a) shows
the image of an object made of at white paper. Edge detection was run on the image and
a \clean" line-drawing shown in Figure 2.16(b) was extracted by hand from the results.
Figure 2.16(c) shows the reconstruction obtained using the rst stage of the algorithm.
Notice that some adjacent faces do not coincide. This is due to removal of constraints due
to superstrictness. Figure 2.16(d) shows the nal result when all constraints have been
taken into account and uncertainty in vertex position is reduced to below . The arrows
in Figures 2.16(c,d) show the direction from which the image was taken. In order to
obtain a quantitative evaluation of our results we compared the angles between adjacent
faces in the original object (which we measured by hand) and in the recovered object.
Figure 2.16(e) shows the distribution of the errors by angles.

2.6.3 Lambertian Objects with Interreections
We have also run the algorithm on a number of objects which have concave edges causing
interreections between adjacent faces. To recover the shape of an object we take a subset
of the pixels by uniformly sampling the image. In deciding on the size of the subset there
is a tradeo between the cost of running the algorithm which is proportional to the size
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of the subset, and the accuracy of the shape recovery which improves as the size of the
selected subset grows. When computing Jk (w l) for a certain pixel P , we assume that
the intensity L(P 0) of every other pixel P 0 in the image is as was measured in the image.
Figure 2.17(a) shows an image of an L-shaped wooden object painted with at white
paint. Figure 2.17(b) shows the intensity reconstruction of the image using the shape
and scene parameters recovered by the optimization algorithm. Figure 2.17(c) shows
the iso-intensity lines in the original image, and Figure 2.17(d) shows those lines in the
rendered image. In Figure 2.17(e) the intensity of a cross-section of the two images is
plotted, and Figure 2.17(f) shows two views of the recovered object. The arrows in Figure
2.17(f) show the direction from which the image was taken.
We have also run the algorithm on two images of a styrofoam object (once again
painted with at white paint) which is used for packing computers. The results for the
rst image (Figure 2.18) are not quite as good as the results for the second image (Figure
2.19), even though for both images the results of the intensity reconstruction are good
despite much texture due to the grainy appearance of styrofoam.
In order to obtain a quantitative evaluation of our results we compared the angles
between adjacent faces in the original objects (which we measured by hand) and in the
recovered objects. For the object in Figure 2.17 the maximum error is 11 . For the
object in Figure 2.19 the error is between 12 and 31 . For the object in Figure 2.18
the recovered object is not as close to the original object, and the maximum error is 51
even though the intensity reconstruction is good (Figure 2.18(e)). The distribution of
the errors for these three objects is shown in the histograms in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.16 Results of the Lambertian model algorithm: (a) the input image (b) the

line-drawing (c) rst stage (d) nal stage of shape recovery (e) the errors in the angles
between adjacent faces presented in a histogram.
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Figure 2.17 An L-shaped object: (a) the input image (b) rendering of the recovered
object (c) iso-intensity lines in the image (d) iso-intensity lines in the rendered image
(e) intensity values of the cross-section depicted by the line in (a) of the image and the
rendered image (f) views of the recovered object.
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Figure 2.18 An image of a styrofoam object: (a) the image of the object (b) rendering
of the recovered object (c) iso-intensity lines in the image (d) iso-intensity lines in the
rendered image (e) intensity values of the cross-section depicted by the line in (a) of the
image and the rendered image (f) views of the recovered object.
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Figure 2.19 Second image of the styrofoam object: (a) the image of the object (b)
rendering of the recovered object (c) iso-intensity lines in the image (d) iso-intensity
lines in the rendered image (e) intensity values of the cross-section depicted by the line
in (a) of the image and the rendered image (f) views of the recovered object.
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Figure 2.20 Error histograms comparing angles between adjacent faces measured in the
object and measured in the recovered shape for the following objects: (a) the object in
Figure 2.17 (b) the object in Figure 2.18 (c) the object in Figure 2.19.

2.6.4 Specular Objects
We have also tested our shape recovery algorithm on specular objects. Figure 2.21(a)
shows the image of an object painted with glossy white paint. Notice that one of the faces
displays a specularity. The algorithm was able to take advantage of the fact that one of
the faces was specular by calculating directly an estimate for the direction of the light
source when given an estimate for the parameters of the specular face, thus reducing the
number of unknowns and speeding up the shape recovery process. Figure 2.16(b) shows
the line-drawing extracted by hand from the edge detection results. Figure 2.16(c) shows
two views of the reconstructed object. The arrows in Figure 2.16(c) show the direction
from which the image was taken. In order to obtain a quantitative evaluation of our
results we compared the angles between adjacent faces in the original objects and in the
recovered object. The error measured was between 0:1 and 15 and the average was 6 .
The distribution of the errors is shown in the histogram in Figure 2.16(d). We consider
these results to be quite good taking into account that the reectance model does not
model exactly the reectance of the object.
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Figure 2.21 Results for the model for specular objects: (a) the input image (b) the
line-drawing (c) two views of the recovered shape (d) the errors in the angles between
adjacent faces presented in a histogram.

2.7 Discussion and Future Work
We have presented a new approach to 3D shape recovery from a 2D image using the geometric information contained in the line-drawing and the shading information contained
in the image. The geometric constraints imposed by the line-drawing of a polyhedron are
represented by a set of linear equalities and inequalities, and the uncertainty in vertex
position is explicitly taken into account.
We have shown that this scheme can be used to recover the 3D structure of objects
which have complex reectance models. It can actually be used for any polyhedral object
whose reectance can be reliably modelled. This includes images with shadows, metallic
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or dielectric objects, rough or smooth objects etc... Reectance parameters (such as
albedo or roughness) and light source parameters can be recovered as part of the process.
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CHAPTER 3
Finite-Resolution Aspect Graphs of Polyhedral
Objects
3.1 Introduction
We address the problem of taking image resolution into account during the construction
of the aspect graph 54] of a polyhedral object. Work in this area was pioneered by
Kender and Freudenstein 51] and by Eggert et al. 25]. We focus on the case of an
orthographic camera which cannot resolve image points closer than some preset distance
and present a full implementation of an algorithm for computing the nite-resolution
aspect graph of a (not necessarily convex) three-dimensional polyhedron.
We believe that this is an important problem for two reasons. First, the size of aspect
graphs increases very fast as a function of object complexity. For a polyhedron with
n faces, the optimal data structure presented in 34] requires O(n6) space for storing
the aspect graph. For an algebraic surface of degree d, the best bound on the size
of the aspect graph established so far is O(d12) 68, 69, 75]. The time complexity of
the algorithms for constructing the aspect graph is at least as high 34, 35, 69, 70]. In
practice, this means that one can only use exact aspect graphs of relatively simple objects
in tasks such as object recognition. However by taking resolution into account we can
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hopefully simplify the aspect graph by disregarding features which cannot be seen due
to the nite-resolution of the camera.
Second, we believe that an even more severe problem is that classical aspect graphs
fail to correctly predict the appearance of objects in actual images. In a sense, they
are not complex enough: \accidental" views that are in theory unobservable are in fact
routinely observed because the nite resolution of the camera blurs several image features
into a single one 51].

Figure 3.1 The e ect of nite-resolution on an image. An edge and a vertex which

do not touch each other in the in nite-resolution image seem to touch each other when
nite-resolution is assumed.
We assume orthographic projection and suppose that two image points separated by a
distance smaller than a preset threshold cannot be resolved. This is an appropriate model
for a nite-resolution camera observing objects from a roughly constant distance. It is
much more limited than the full-perspective, multi-scale projection model used in 25],
but it a ords a practical algorithm for non-trivial three-dimensional polyhedral objects.
The e ect of resolution is illustrated in Figure 3.1 where the distance between an edge
and a vertex is below the resolution of the camera, and so these features seem to touch
in the nite-resolution image.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses previous methods
for aspect graph computation and introduces our approach. In Section 3.3, we present
a catalogue of visual events adapted to our imaging model. It is an extension of the
familiar EV-EEE events used by others. We then present in Section 3.4 an algorithm
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for computing the nite-resolution aspect graph of a polyhedron. This algorithm uses
homotopy continuation 61] which is described in Appendix B. An algorithm for simplifying the aspects by merging regions with identical nite-resolution aspect graphs is
presented in Section 3.5. We discuss the size of the nite-resolution aspect graph and the
complexity of the algorithm in Section 3.6. The implementation of the algorithm and
results are presented in Section 3.7. Finally, a number of issues raised by our algorithm
and its implementation are discussed in Section 3.8.

3.2 Literature Review
Informally, the aspect graph 54] is a qualitative, viewer-centered representation which
enumerates all possible appearances of an object. More formally, choosing a camera
model and a viewpoint determines the aspect of an object, i.e., the structure of the observed line-drawing. The range of possible viewpoints can be partitioned into maximal
connected sets (regions) that yield identical aspects. The change in aspect at the boundary between regions is called a visual event. The maximal regions and the associated
aspects form the nodes of an aspect graph, whose arcs correspond to the visual event
boundaries between adjacent regions.
Since their introduction by Koenderink and Van Doorn 54] more than fteen years
ago, aspect graphs have been the object of very active research. Most of it has focused
on polyhedra: indeed, several algorithms have been proposed for computing the exact
aspect graph of these objects under orthographic 17, 35, 70, 76] and perspective 83,
84, 90, 91] projection. Some of these algorithms have actually been implemented (e.g.,
70, 76, 83, 84, 90, 91]). Recently, algorithms for constructing the exact aspect graph of
curved objects such as solids bounded by quadric surfaces 18], solids of revolution 24],
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and algebraic surfaces 52, 69, 74, 82] have also been proposed and several of them have
also been implemented.
Previous approaches assume that the object of interest is observed with a camera
having in nite resolution. Here, we address the case of a camera having nite resolution
25, 51]. We say that an edge is observable if its visible portion projects onto a segment
of length greater than some xed . Similarly two vertices are distinct when the distance
between their projections in the image is greater than .

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2 In nite-resolution visual events: (a) an EV event (b) a EEE event.
For in nite-resolution cameras, the appearance of a polyhedral object changes at a
set of visual events where two types of coincidental alignments occur 14, 35, 70, 84]:
EV events, where a vertex projects onto the image of an edge, and EEE events, where
the projections of three edges intersect at a single point (Figure 3.2). In the perspective
projection model, every point in an in nite 3D space represents a possible viewpoint. In
this model, points from which the critical events are viewed form 2D surfaces. Under the
orthographic projection model we assume that we view the object at in nite distance.
Thus the viewing rays can be considered as points on a viewing sphere at in nity. The
intersection of that sphere with the surfaces of the critical events yields a set of critical
curves. Consider the example of Figure 3.3: for a certain viewing direction a vertex is
projected on one side of an edge (Figure 3.3(a)). As the viewing direction continually
changes the projection of the vertex will coincide with the projection of the edge (Figure
3.3(b)) and later be projected on the other side of the edge (Figure 3.3(c)). For each
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point on the edge there is a viewing direction for which its projection and the projection
of vertex coincide. Combining these viewing directions for all the points on the edge
yields a critical curve.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3 An EV event: (a) before the event (b) at the event (c) after the event.
By taking resolution into account, we will introduce new types of visual events related
to EV and EEE events. They will correspond to two vertices being so close they seem to
coincide, a vertex seeming to touch an edge (similar to an EV event), and to foreshortening of an edge due to occlusion by two edges (similar to a EEE event). At the same time,
\accidental" views such as triple junctions of occluding edges will survive over nite areas
of the view space. We will partition the viewing sphere into non-critical regions bounded
by critical curves using a plane-sweep algorithm 72]. For each region a representative
view of the object is handed to a simpli cation algorithm, which merges close features
generating the nite-resolution view of the object. Neighboring regions with identical
nite-resolution views re merged producing the nite-resolution aspect graph.

3.3 Finite-Resolution Visual Events
We investigate what happens to the visual events of an in nite-resolution aspect graph
under the assumption of a nite-resolution camera. Figure 3.4 shows the four new visual
events. We derive implicit equations and a parametric representation for these curves.
The corresponding viewing directions are parameterized such that each viewing direction
has the same parameter value as a corresponding point on an edge. For example for the
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EV curve each point on the edge has the same parameter value as the viewing direction on
the curve where the projection of the vertex is closest to the projection of that point. The
implicit equations are used to nd intersection points between curves and the parametric
representations are used to trace curves, nd end-points on these curves corresponding
to end-points of the edge, and order the points on each curve by their parameter value.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4 Four visual events: (a) a VV event (b) an EV event (c) a face begins to
appear (d) a EEE event.

3.3.1 Vertex-Vertex (VV) Event
When two vertices are viewed from a direction parallel to the line joining them, their
projections coincide in the image. Changing the viewing direction increases the distance
between the projections of the vertices, until it exceeds the camera resolution  and the
vertices are seen as distinct. The visual event occurs when the image distance is exactly .
The same phenomenon happens for a viewing direction parallel to the direction of an edge.
At that viewing direction, both ends of the edge coincide and the edge is foreshortened
to zero. When the viewing direction changes and the length of the projected edge is
more than , the edge becomes visible. In both cases, when the distance between the
projections of the vertices is less than , they appear to coincide in the image and the
adjacent edges seem to emanate from the same point.
Let v denote the viewing direction. The vertices p and q are represented by the pair
(p u), where q = p + u. The vertices are observable as distinct vertices if and only if
ju vj  jvj (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 Illustration of the VV event.
The corresponding visual events correspond to views such that the angle between v
and u is  = arcsin(=juj). They form opposite small circles on the viewing sphere, which
can be parameterized as follows: for each angle 0    2 we compute a point that
when subtracted from p produces the desired viewing direction. As shown in Fig 3.5, a
parameterization of one of these circles is :

v() = u + d(cos u2 + sin u3)  2 0 2]
where u u2 u3 is an orthonormal basis of IR3 and d = u tan . The opposite circle is
;v().

3.3.2 Edge-Vertex (EV) Event
With in nite-resolution cameras, an EV event occurs when the projection of a vertex lies
on the projection of an edge. With a nite-resolution camera, the vertex appears to be
touching the edge when the distance from the projection of the vertex to the projection
of the edge is less than  (Figure 3.6). There are two cases: if the vertex is in front of
the face containing the edge, the in nite-resolution event is replaced by two new events
(Figure 3.6(a-d)). If, on the other hand, the vertex is behind this face, we can not see
the vertex when it is below the edge because it is occluded, therefore we will have one
in nite-resolution visual event plus one curve corresponding to the vertex being at a
distance  above the edge (Figure 3.6(e-g)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 3.6 nite-resolution EV event. When the vertex is in front of the edge: (a) rst

nite-resolution EV event (b) in nite-resolution EV event (c) second nite-resolution
EV event (d) vertex completely above the edge. When the edge is in front of the vertex:
(e) in nite-resolution EV event (f) nite-resolution EV event (g) vertex completely
above the edge.
Consider an edge e with endpoints e1 and e2 = e1 + u and a vertex p. A critical
viewing direction is a vector v such that p is at distance  from the plane that contains
e1 with normal u v. This condition can be written as:
(p ; e1 )  (u v) =  j u v j
which is a quadratic equation in v.
We take a di erent approach for constructing a parametric representation. For every
viewing direction where the distance from the projection of the vertex p to the projection
of the edge e is , there must be a point on e whose projection is closest to the projection
of p. That distance must be . We parameterize the edge e by e(t) = (1 ; t)e1 + te2 , with
0  t  1. For each e(t), we compute a viewing direction v(t) by nding a point q(t)
such that v(t) = p ; q(t). q(t) satis es the following conditions which are illustrated in
Figure 3.7:

8
>> jq(t) ; e(t)j = 
><
since e(t) is the closest point on e to q(t)
>> (q(t) ; e(t)) ? u
>: (q(t) ; e(t)) ? (p ; q(t)) so that the distance in the image will be :

The rst and third conditions characterize a circle on the sphere whose center is e(t) and
whose radius is . Intersecting that circle with the plane perpendicular to u which goes
through e(t) produces the two solutions of our problem. The above equation is adequate
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for nding viewing directions where e(t) is internal to the edge. However, for the endpoint
of the edge the second condition is relaxed. The result is a semi-circle (Figure 3.8). This
semi-circle is part of the curve of the VV event we discussed in the previous section.

u
e(t)

ε

q(t)
v(t)
p

Figure 3.7 Parametric construction of the EV curve. Illustration of the geometric
construction of the viewing direction v(t) corresponding to the point e(t) on the edge.
v
ee

Figure 3.8 The positions where the projection of the vertex can be with respect to the

edge.

It should also be noted that, for in nite-resolution aspect graphs, EV events for which
the vertex and the edge belong to the same face are normally not considered. Instead,
special events corresponding to the appearance of a face when the viewing direction
crosses the face's plane are considered separately. Here, this case is included in the EV
events, and a face appears when the distance between the projection of at least one of
its edges to one of its vertices becomes longer than  (Figure 3.9).
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ε
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.9 (a) The face is not visible. (b) In nite-resolution face-appearing event. (c)

The nite-resolution face-appearing event. (d) Face completely visible.

3.3.3 Edge-Edge-Edge (EEE) Event
Beside foreshortening, an edge may also seem to disappear because occlusion reduces its
visible projected length to . This happens when two faces occlude the edge e and the
distance between the intersection points of the corresponding edges e1 and e2 with e is
less than . In the image produced by a nite-resolution camera all three edges appear
to be intersecting at a point. This is the triple edge intersection event known as EEE
(Figure 3.10). We now characterize the views v such that the projection of the edges e1
and e2 intersect the projection of the edge e at a distance  from each other.
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Figure 3.10 Finite-Resolution EEE event: (a) the three edges are visible (b) the niteresolution EEE event (c) the in nite-resolution EEE event (d) edge completely occluded.

To characterize intersections between straight lines in a simple way, we use Plucker
coordinates, which describe a line by two orthogonal vectors (a b) where a is some direction along the line, and if p is a point on the line, b = p a. We use the following
property: two straight lines with Plucker coordinates (a1 b1 ) and (a2  b2) intersect if and
only if a1  b2 + a2  b1 = 0. We write that a line D10 passing through e(t) = p + tu with direction v intersects the supporting line D1 = (a1 b1 ) of e1 . We choose the origin in p, and
the line D10 has Plucker coordinates (v tu v). Similarly, we write that a line D20 passing
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through p + (t + 0 =juj)u with direction v intersects the supporting line D2 = (a2  b2 ) of
e2 (see Figure 3.11). The line D20 has Plucker coordinates (v (t + 0 =juj)u v). Writing
that D10 (resp. D20 ) intersects D1 (resp. D2), we obtain two equations:

8
>< ta  (u v) + b  v = 0
1
1
>: (t + 0=juj)a  (u v) + b  v = 0
2
2

(3.1)

and eliminating t among these yields:

0 = a b1 (uvjujv) ; a b2 (uvjujv) =  jujvjjuvjj 
1

2

(3.2)

where 0 is the actual distance between the two intersection points on e. Squaring this
equation yields a homogeneous equation of degree 6 in v.
e1

p+(t+ε’/|u|)u
p+tu
u
e

e2

p

Figure 3.11 Illustration of the construction for the nite-resolution EEE event equation:
The projection of points e(t) = p + tu and p + (t + 0 =juj)u intersect the projections of
e1 and e2 respectively.
We parameterize the curve using the parameter t used in (3.1). At viewing direction
v(t) the point e(t) on e intersects the projection of e1 , and the point e(t) + (0=juj)u
intersects the projection of e2 . Using

0 =  jujv(t)vjj(ut)j j 

(3.3)

and (3.1) we recover v(t) using homotopy continuation 61] (see Appendix B for a description of this method). An alternative method for nding v(t) is to nd 0 which
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satis es (3.3) using standard numerical one-dimensional optimization techniques such as
a combination of the secant method and the Newton-Raphson method 48]. The method
requires that for a given value of 0 we evaluate the function being minimized (3.3). We
substitute the value of 0 into (3.1), which yield two linear equations in v(t), which are
readily solved. We then evaluate (3.3) using the result. This method is more ecient
then the previous one because instead of solving for 0 and v(t) at the same time, we use
ecient one-dimensional optimization techniques to solve only for 0 and use its value to
compute v(t). We have not yet implemented this technique and use in our implementation a similar but less ecient variant of it.

3.4 Constructing the Aspect Graph
We have discussed the di erent critical events and their equations, we will now show how
to generate the aspect graph. The algorithm is divided into the following steps:
1. Generating the visual event curves from their equations.
2. Finding intersection points between curves.
3. Eliminating events which cannot be seen due to occlusion.
4. Constructing the stable regions and the corresponding aspects.

3.4.1 Generating the Visual Event Curves
As suggested in 34], we use a cube with edges of length 2 to represent the view space.
Given the parametric representation of the visual event curve derived earlier, we construct
a discrete representation of the visual event curve by sampling the parameters. We
compute a viewing direction for discrete values of the parameter, then normalize the
viewing directions such that jvj1 = 1.
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3.4.2 Finding Intersections
We nd intersection points between two curves using homotopy continuation. In this case,
the implicit equations of both curves are given to the algorithm. As we use the viewing
cube we have to nd the intersection points on the six faces of the cube, therefore we run
the algorithm six times, each time setting one of the coordinates of v to 1, reducing the
number of unknowns by one. The algorithm returns the intersection points. Points such
that jvj1 > 1 are discarded. We compute the parameter value for the point and discard
points whose value out is of range. We insert the remaining points into the correct place
on the curve, using their parameter value.

3.4.3 Occluded Events
Until now, a viewing direction has been considered to be part of a critical curve when
the features (edges, vertices) participating in the event satisfy the corresponding critical
curve equation. However, in order for this viewing direction to be part of the actual
critical curve, the participating features must all be visible. This requirement has a
straightforward meaning for in nite-resolution events but for nite-resolution events a
more delicate de nition is needed. Consider the example of an EV event in Figure
3.12(a). The position on the edge which is at distance  away from the vertex is not
visible but as we can see other parts of the edge, we consider this viewing direction as
part of the critical curve. On the other hand in Figure 3.12(b), the vertex and its adjacent
edges are occluded therefore this event is not part of the critical curve. Therefore we
also consider a point on the critical curve visible, even when some of the features occlude
each other but features adjacent to the occluded feature are visible.
A number of tests must be performed to check for occlusion. First, the features
participating in the event can be occluded by a face lying in front of them. The point on
the curve where the event becomes occluded is the point where an edge of another face
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Figure 3.12 Occlusion of nite-resolution events: (a) although the point on the edge is

occluded the event is considered visible because the other parts of the edge are visible
(c) the vertex and its adjacent edges are occluded therefore the event is not part of the
critical curve.
starts to occlude the features. In an EV event this point also lies on the EV curve of the
same vertex and the edge of the occluding face. Therefore the place on the curve where
occlusion starts is the intersection point between the two EV curves. In the EEE event a
similar phenomenon happens and the place where the occlusion starts is the intersection
point between two EEE curves which share two of the three edges.
Second, the features participating in the event can also be occluded by faces adjacent
to them. In this case the place on the curve where the event becomes occluded is the
point where the curve intersects one of the EV curves where the edge and the vertex
belong to the occluding face. So in all cases the occluded part of a curve starts and ends
at intersection points with other curves, and we use the technique described above to
recover these points.

3.4.4 Constructing the Regions and Aspects
We compute the regions from their bounding critical curves and curve intersections. For
each face on the viewing cube we use a plane-sweep algorithm 72]. One of the important
reasons for using the viewing cube instead of the viewing sphere was to enable us to use
the standard plane-sweep algorithm on the faces of the cube. The algorithm was adapted
for dealing with curves by adding critical events at extremal points, i.e., places where the
curve is perpendicular to the sweeping direction 34]. Points where curves start, end or
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intersect are processed in sweep order, generating the non-critical regions of the aspect
graph (Figure 3.13). For each region the algorithm returns a point in it which is its
representative viewing direction.

sweep direction

Figure 3.13 Illustration of the plane-sweep algorithm.

3.5 Simplifying The Aspect Graph
3.5.1 Finite-Resolution Aspects
The plane-sweep algorithm returns a representative viewing direction for each region in
the nite-resolution aspect graph. For each such viewing direction we render the object
as seen from that direction. We attempt to merge close features to generate a simpler
view of the object, which we call the nite-resolution aspect.
When merging features we can not merge them in an arbitrary order because we
have to take into account the fact that \nearness" is not transitive. To illustrate this let
us present a few examples. In Figure 3.14(a), two edges which are close to each other
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appear in the image as a thick edge. As the distance between the edges is less than  the
two edges are perceived as one line. In Figure 3.14(b) however, edge v is close to edge
u and to edge w, but edges u and w are far from each other. The resulting image is a
thick region which can not be simpli ed into a line as in the previous example, and we
have to leave the black rectangle in the representation. If an edge is close to a vertex
and transitivity of nearness is not violated the vertex is placed on the edge. however, in
the example shown in Figure 3.14(c), vertex p is near edges e1 and e2 that are adjacent
to vertex q. The result should be merging p and q, but p is not near q, violating the
transitivity of nearness. Although the vertices are not close to each other we merge the
edges and vertices. The resulting vertex is marked as a \thick vertex" because the image
of that vertex will be thicker than a regular vertex.
e1 q
<ε >ε
p <ε e2

uvw

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.14 Examples of aspect simpli cation: (a) two close lines and their simpli ed

image: (b) a comb-shaped object and its simpli ed image: (c) a vertex which is close to
two edges but not to the vertex which is adjacent to them and the simpli ed image with
a \thick vertex".

After simplifying the aspects of all the regions in the aspect graph, we compare aspects
of neighboring regions, and regions with identical nite-resolution aspects are merged.
The fact that adjacent regions would have identical aspects is a somewhat surprising
phenomenon because we would expect di erent regions to have di erent aspects. Neighboring aspects may turn out identical because di erent active events can have the same
simplifying e ect. For example in Figure 3.15 an aspect in which a face has disappeared
is produced from two neighboring aspects. These kinds of phenomena are very common
and they reduce the size of the aspect graph considerably.
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Figure 3.15 Two di erent aspects producing the same simpli ed aspect: (a) vertices

p and q are near opposite edges (b) vertices p and q are near each other and are near
opposite edges (c) The simpli ed aspect.

3.5.2 Aspect Simpli cation
In the initial stage of the algorithm, we build a graph representing incidence relationships
between the edges and the vertices in the in nite-resolution aspect, and a list of pairs
of features that are near each other. There are various operations which can be done
to incorporate pairs of features into the graph. They can be as simple as merging two
vertices or placing a vertex on an edge, or more complicated as creating a \thick vertex".
For each such operation there are preconditions which must be ful lled changes are made
to the graph, and the corresponding pairs of features are removed from the list. Complex
operations were de ned only when their e ect could not be achieved by applying a series of
simpler operations. Operations are sorted by complexity, and the most complex operation
whose preconditions have been met is performed. The process is repeated until there are
no more operations that can be performed. For a list of all simpli cation operations refer
to Appendix A.
In Figure 3.16 a number of examples of aspect simpli cation are shown. In Figure
3.16(a) two close vertices are merged and the corresponding edge is removed. In Figure
3.16(b) a very narrow face is removed. Although a number of vertices and edges are close
to each other the more complex operation of face removal is performed. Figure 3.16(d) is
a more complicated example of the same operation. In Figure 3.16(c), two sets of close
edges are merged into only two edges, and in Figure 3.16(e) an example of the \thick
vertex" and two face removal operations is shown.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.16 Examples of in nite-resolution aspects and their simpli ed aspects: (a) a
short edge removed (b) a narrow face is removed (c) many close edges merged (d)
narrow faces removed (e) a \thick" vertex created.
In the last stage of the algorithm, nite-resolution aspects of neighboring regions are
compared. Identical aspects are merged. In order to merge two regions the two graphs
have to be isomorphic and the vertices from the in nite-resolution aspect which appear
in the nite-resolution aspect have to map to the same vertices in the nite-resolution
aspects.
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3.6 Size of The Aspect Graph and Algorithm Time
Complexity
It was shown in 70] that the complexity of the aspect graph for a polyhedral object of
size n is O(n6). We use a similar argument to show that the size of the nite-resolution
aspect graph is also O(n6). There are O(n2) vertex-vertex and edge-vertex curves and
O(n3) edge-edge-edge curves. By Bezout's theorem the number of intersection points
between several polynomials is the product of their degrees since the degree of the
implicit equations of the curves is bounded by a constant (i.e., 6), a pair of curves will
intersect on the viewing sphere at most a constant (i.e., 72) number of times. Therefore
each curve will be intersected by other curves in O(n3) places yielding O(n3) edges and
vertices. For all curves there will be O(n6) edges and vertices. The number of regions
which is also O(n6) is found using Euler's formula jF j = 2 ;jV j + jE j, where jE j jV j and
jF j is the number of edges vertices and regions respectively. Because there are more niteresolution curves than in nite-resolution curves and the degree of the implicit equations
of the nite-resolution curves is higher, the actual size of the nite-resolution aspect
graph will usually be larger but the asymptotic bound is still the same.
We use an argument similar to the one in 34] to analyze the complexity of the
algorithm for computing the nite-resolution aspect graph. The time required to generate
the O(n3) curves is O(n3). For each curve we determine which segments of the curve
represent views in which the event is visible by nding the points on the curve where the
features participating in this event become occluded by an edge. Therefore each of the
O(n3) curves is intersected with jE j = O(n) curves yielding O(n4) intersection points at
a cost of O(n4). Sorting the intersection points and determining the actual segments of
visible event curves has the complexity of O(n4 log n). As described above the number of
vertices, edges and regions in the aspect graph is O(n6), however most aspect graphs are
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much smaller. For an aspect graph of actual size m, the time for running the plane-sweep
algorithm for constructing it is O(m log m).
The overall time complexity for tracing the curves and nding the regions of the
aspect graph is O(n4 log n + m log m). The complexity of generating the aspect graph is
the same as for the algorithm to generate the in nite-resolution aspect graph described
in 34]. However our algorithm has an additional simpli cation stage which has to be run
on a representative of each of the m regions of the nite-resolution aspect graph. In that
stage the object must be backprojected and \active" events must be found and processed.
This stage whose time complexity is at least O(m n) is larger than the complexity of the
previous stages and dominates the complexity of algorithm.

3.7 Results
In this section we present results obtained by running the algorithm on several objects.
the in nite-resolution visual event curves or the object shown in Figure 3.17(a) are shown
in Figure 3.17(b) there are 12 di erent regions in this case (compare to 34]). The
visual event curves of the nite-resolution aspect graph are shown in Figure 3.17(c).
These curves bound 377 di erent regions. The aspect graph is shown in Figure 3.17(d):
adjacent regions yielding the same aspect have been merged, and the resulting 117 regions
are shown in di erent shades of grey.
Figure 3.18 shows the qualitatively di erent aspects obtained by making a continuous
sweep across some of the regions of the aspect graph. This sweep is indicated by the
black diagonal line in Figure 3.17(d). The viewing direction corresponding to each aspect
is indicated by a small circle. The aspects in Figure 3.18 have been rendered by merging
features (vertices and/or edges) which are closer than . \Accidental" aspects now exist
over a nite area of the viewing cube (e.g., Figure 3.18.(i)). In other aspects (e.g., Figure
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.17 An L-shaped object and its aspect graph: (a) the object (b) the in niteresolution visual event curves (c) the nite-resolution visual event curves (d) the niteresolution aspect graph.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(e)

(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
Figure 3.18 A series of aspects obtained by sweeping through adjacent views in the
aspect graph.
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3.18.(c,d)), the image does not look like a real aspect of the object because the niteresolution aspect is intended to convey relationships between edges and vertices and not
the image of the object itself.
Figure 3.19 shows the results obtained by running the algorithm on a more complex
object (Figure 3.19(a)) which yields EEE curves. The visual event curves of the niteresolution aspect graph are shown in Figure 3.19(b). The EEE curves are shown as heavy
lines. The aspect graph shown Figure 3.19(c) contains 357 regions.

(b)
(c)
Figure 3.19 A \complex" object and its aspect graph: (a) the object (b) the niteresolution visual event curves (c) the nite-resolution aspect graph.
(a)

One of the main problems with aspect graphs is that as the object gets more complex
the aspect graph itself becomes unmanageably complex. At the resolution used in Figure
3.17, this problem is certainly not solved by our approach, since the nite-resolution
aspect graph is larger than the in nite-resolution one. As  grows larger, or object
features get smaller, some of the aspect graph features disappear: Figure 3.20 shows the
nite-resolution visual event curves of an object and the aspect graph for which some
of the edges are shorter than . The aspect graph is considerably more simple than
the previous one in fact, the features due to the short edges appearing in the in niteresolution aspect graph have disappeared. The aspect graph (which contains 74 regions)
is shown in Figure 3.20(c). The aspect graph in Figure 3.20(c) is de nitely simpler than
the one shown in Figure 3.17(d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.20 An object with edges shorter than  and its aspect graph: (a) the object
(b) the nite-resolution visual event curves (c) the nite-resolution aspect graph.

A more dramatic e ect of the simpli cation power of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.21. The object shown in Figure 3.21(a) consists of three connected orthogonal
\legs". At the resolution at which we computed the nite-resolution aspect graph, the
legs simplify to lines (Figure 3.21(b)). The in nite-resolution aspect graph shown in
Figure 3.21(c) contains 120 regions. The nite-resolution visual event curves shown in
Figure 3.21(d) bound 5060 regions, however after merging regions which have the same
nite-resolution aspect, the number of regions is reduced to 20 (Figure 3.21(e)), which
is considerably less then for the in nite-resolution aspect graph. The nite-resolution
aspect graph is smaller than the in nite-resolution aspect graph in this case because the
in nite-resolution aspect graph has to account for the di erent appearances of each leg
and other small changes in appearance which do not exist in the nite-resolution aspects.
A catalogue of all qualitatively di erent nite-resolution aspects is shown in Figure 3.22.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.21 An object consisting of three orthogonal legs and its aspect graph: (a) the

object (b) its nite-resolution aspect (c) the in nite-resolution visual event curves (d)
the nite-resolution visual event curves (e) the nite-resolution aspect graph.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Figure 3.22 All qualitatively di erent nite-resolution aspects of an object consisting of
three orthogonal legs: (a) all three legs are visible in the nite-resolution aspect (b) one
of the legs is foreshortened to a point in the nite-resolution aspect (c) two legs appear
as one line in the nite-resolution aspect (d) two legs are close to each other but the
width of the combined feature is more than  and therefore they appear as a region in the
nite-resolution aspect (e) one of the legs is close to the other two legs but they are not
close to each other causing all three of them to appear as a region in the nite-resolution
aspect.

3.8 Discussion
We have attacked the problem of computing the exact aspect graph of a polyhedral object observed by an orthographic camera with nite-resolution, presented a catalogue
of visual events for polyhedra observed under this projection model, and given an algorithm for computing the aspect graph and enumerating all qualitatively di erent aspects.
Examples from the implementation of the algorithm have been presented.
One of the main problems with aspect graphs is that as the object gets more complex
the aspect graph itself becomes unmanageably complex. An example of such an object
and its in nite-resolution visual event curves is shown in Figure 3.23. The more features
in the object that are visible from other features, the more complex the aspect graph
becomes. The problem is even more acute when trying to generate nite-resolution event
curves. In this example the cost was so prohibitive that we were not able to generate
the nite-resolution visual event curves. So even though the nal nite-resolution aspect
graph can be quite simple as was shown in the example in Figure 3.21, the cost of
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producing the nite-resolution aspect graph could be prohibitively high. Thus more
work is required to nd ways to prune the number of nite-resolution event curves to
enable us to eciently compute nite-resolution aspect graphs of more complex objects.
More work is also required to compare the sizes of nite- and in nite-resolution aspect
graphs as a function of resolution and object complexity.
Future work will be dedicated to actually using the nite-resolution aspect graph
in recognition tasks, maybe in conjunction with our work on qualitative line-drawing
analysis in the presence of uncertainty in vertex position (chapter 2). The main challenge
will be to better predict and interpret merged image features such as those appearing in
Figure 3.18.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.23 A very non-convex object and its in nite-resolution visual event curves: (a)
the object (b) the in nite-resolution visual event curves.
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CHAPTER 4
Probabilistic 3D Object Recognition
4.1 Introduction
One of the major problems in computer vision is to recognize 3D objects appearing
in a scene as instances from a database of models (see 12, 19] for reviews). Several
recognition systems extract features such as points 46, 66, 67] or lines 7] from the
image and match them to corresponding features in the database. They then verify
each candidate hypothesis using other features in the image and nally rank the veri ed
hypotheses.
When constructing such a system the major problems to be addressed are: how to
generate match hypotheses, in which order to process the hypotheses, how to verify
them using additional image features, and how to rank the veri ed hypotheses. In our
approach, we de ne a match hypothesis as the matching of a pair of edges or a trihedral
corner (Figure 4.1) to corresponding feature sets in the model database. The hypotheses
are ranked by computing the probability that each one is correct. In order to verify a
hypothesis, we compute the pose of the object assuming the match is correct. Other
hypotheses which match other image features to features in the same model should yield
compatible poses if they correspond to the same object. The pose is transformed from a
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Figure 4.1 Image feature sets: (a)two lines in an image l1 and l2  the angle between the
lines is  (b) a corner with three edges emanating from it.

point in the pose space to a region of that space when uncertainty in the values measured
in the image is taken into account, and we check whether hypotheses reinforce each other
by testing whether their pose uncertainty regions intersect. We rank sets of hypotheses
whose uncertainty regions intersect by the probability that the match of the whole set
is correct, and output a small number of interpretations with the highest ranks. The
main goal of our approach is to nd a small number of probable interpretations which
can then be veri ed by comparing the image to the hypothesized object using standard
veri cation techniques.

4.2 Literature Review
Since object recognition is one of the main problems in computer vision, a large body of
work has addressed this problem (see 12, 19] for reviews). Here we focus on a few papers
whose approach is related to ours.
Lowe 56] was the rst to introduce the notion that a partial match of image to model
features yields constraints on the position in the image of other features of the model due
to rigidity constraints. Gaston and Lozano-P!erez 33] and Grimson and Lozano-P!erez
38] use the term interpretation tree for a general recognition paradigm: the idea is to
order all possible matches between image and model features into a tree where each path
represents an assignment of the image features to model features. The tree is searched for
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consistent assignments. The size of the tree is exponential in the number of model and
image features. Since searching the whole tree is prohibitively costly, they use geometric
constraints (e.g., distance between points and angles between lines) to prune the tree
from impossible combinations of matches. To further prune the search object recognition
algorithms have been developed to limit the search by testing the more likely matches
rst by using rigidity constraints.
In 7], Ayache and Faugeras present a recognition algorithm for 2D objects which uses
rigidity constraints. The algorithm extracts line segments from the image, and matches
them to edges in the model. By assuming that a rst match hypothesis is correct the
algorithm constrains the pose of the object and can estimate the locations in the image
of the projections of other edges. By adding to the hypothesis another match, the pose
is completely determined. More matches reduce the pose uncertainty and help verify the
hypothesis. In 28], Faugeras and Hebert present recognition algorithm for range images
which also relies on rigidity constrains to select the next match and recover the pose of
the object at the same time.
In 46], Huttenlocher and Ullman present a 3D object recognition algorithm based on
the alignment technique. The algorithm extracts points from the image, and a match
hypothesis is a match between a point triplet in the image and a point triplet in the
model. Using this match, the pose of the object is recovered 1, 40]. Thus the position
of other points in the image can be estimated and if found help verify the hypothesis.
This algorithm is a special case of the interpretation tree, where the features matched
are points and the search is terminated at the third level of the tree after three points
have been matched. One of the most important problems that arises in 46] is in which
order to test the O(n3m3 ) match hypotheses, where n is the number of image points and
m the number of model points because testing all of them is prohibitively costly.
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Research on topics raised by this approach has been pursued in various directions. In
37], Grimson et. al. estimate the uncertainty in the pose of the object given a possible
match of three points in the model to points in the image whose position is uncertain.
In 2], Alter and Jacobs perform an analysis to nd the position uncertainty of points
in the image given a match of a number of points in the model to points in the image
whose position is uncertain. The large uncertainty presented in that paper underlined the
problem of relying on a small number of matching points to predict the position of other
points in the image. In 36], Grimson and Huttenlocher perform a statistical analysis to
determine what is the probability for a random match of image features to model features
to occur, and they use this analysis to determine a threshold for the number of matched
features to be used to recognize 2D objects.
Probabilistic methods have been developed to rank hypotheses by their likelihood in
order to refrain from testing all possible match hypotheses. These methods are based on
the probabilistic peaking e ect which was rst investigated by Arnold and Binford 3],
and further studied by Binford Levitt and Mann 13], Ben-Arie 11], and Burns, Weiss,
and Riseman 15]. Informally this e ect can be described as follows: when randomly
choosing a direction from which to observe a pair of adjacent edges, and measuring the
ratio of the lengths of the projections of the edges or the angle between them in the
image, the values measured in the image have a high probability to be close to the
real values measured in the model. In those papers, probability density functions for
values measured in the image are estimated by uniformly sampling the viewing sphere.
In addition, joint density functions for ratios of lengths and angles are estimated. The
maximum of those density functions are always where the measured values equal the real
values measured in the model. Using Bayes's rule, these probabilities can be used to
estimate the probability that a set of features in the image match a set of features in the
model.
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The probabilistic peaking e ect is used by Olsen 66, 67] to rank match hypotheses,
by Ben-Arie 11] to match line segments in the image to edges in the model database, and
by Burns, Weiss, and Riseman 15] to recognize objects using view description networks,
where the probabilities are used to search the description networks.
In a recent paper 93], Wheeler and Ikeuchi present a 3D object recognition algorithm from range images. The match hypotheses match regions in the image to faces
in the model database and hypotheses reinforce each other if the hypothesized faces are
supposed to appear in the image from the presumed viewing direction using the aspect
graph of the object.
In our work, we will gain a better understanding of the probabilistic peaking e ect,
present exact techniques to compute the probabilities associated with it, new methods
to compute the pose and the pose uncertainty regions due to vertex position uncertainty,
and a probabilistic method for ranking possible interpretations of the image.

4.3 Approach
In this chapter, we propose a 3D object recognition algorithm whose input is a set of
straight lines extracted from a single image by an edge detector. In order to build a
robust recognition system we have to account for the fact that the input is not perfect:
objects may occlude each other, certain edges may not belong to any instance of any
model in our model database, and not all edges appearing in the image will be extracted
by the edge detector. We explicitly take all these factors into account.
We group the lines extracted from the image into two types of feature sets: pairs
of adjacent lines and trihedral corners (Figure 4.1). For line pairs, we measure the
lengths of edges and the angle between them, and measure only the angles between the
lines for trihedral corners. Therefore only pairs of edges whose visible part were fully
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recovered by the edge detector will yield valid hypothesis where as for trihedral corners
that is not required. We have chosen these two types of features because under the
scaled orthographic camera model that we use, they contain the minimal amount of
information required to recover the viewing direction, and because the number of image
and model features is linear in the number of vertices in the image and in our model
database, reducing the number of hypotheses that have to be tested compared to testing
all matches of vertex triplets in the image to vertex triplets in the model database (as in
46]).
In order to speed up the recognition process we rank the match hypotheses using the
probabilistic peaking e ect, and test them in the corresponding order. When the pose of
the object is randomly selected, the probabilistic peaking e ect says that values measured
in the image such as ratios of lengths or angles between edges have a high probability to
be close to the real values measured in the model. For the feature sets we have chosen,
we measure for the pair of edges the ratio of the lengths of the two edges and the angle
 between them, and measure two angles 1  2 for the trihedral corner. We could have
computed at recognition time for all the hypotheses the probability that the match is
correct, but in order to speed up the algorithm we partition the (  ) and (1  2) spaces
into rectangles and precompute the average probability of hypotheses with measured
values within each rectangle. Under the scaled orthographic camera model, the only
component of the pose a ecting the ratios and angles in the image is the viewing direction
which is parameterized as a point on the viewing sphere. The area on the viewing sphere
where the measured values are within a rectangle correspond to the required probability.
This area is bounded by curves on the viewing sphere where the ratio (iso-ratio curve)
or the angle (iso-angle curve) is constant, and equal to the minimum or maximum values
of each rectangle. We can accurately compute the desired probabilities by computing
the area bounded by these curves. We use the probabilities computed for all model
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feature sets to compute the probability that a match hypothesis is correct given that
we measured certain values in the image. We compute these probabilities using Bayes's
rule and account in the probabilistic model for self occlusion and imperfect edge data.
The model can be extended to incorporate more information about the image (e.g., the
camera position and its relation to the surface on which the objects are placed), by
reducing the space of legal poses to stable poses of the objects. This would reduce the
number of plausible hypotheses for each feature set considerably.
We verify a match hypothesis by computing the pose of the object, assuming the
hypothesis is correct. We then try to nd consistent match hypotheses with close poses
that reinforce the hypothesis. We compute the viewing direction component of the pose
of the object by tracing the iso-ratio or iso-angle angle curves on the viewing sphere which
correspond to the ratios and angles measured in the image, and the viewing direction
is the intersection point of those curves. The other components of the pose are easily
obtained. This technique works for adjacent edges and trihedral corners, where previous
work developed separate techniques for them 1, 46, 95].
Uncertainty in image data causes uncertainty in the pose. So in order to be able
to decide whether two hypotheses reinforce each other, we estimate a region of the pose
space which accounts for that uncertainty, so that only hypotheses whose regions intersect
reinforce each other.
In the nal stage of the algorithm we use a probabilistic expression to rank match
hypotheses. Analysis of this expression shows that it has the following characteristics:
hypotheses which would cause large errors in the measurements in the image are ranked
lower than hypotheses with smaller errors, and combinations of feature sets which appear
often in the model database such as rectangular faces are ranked lower than more rare
feature combinations.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.4 we develop a method
for computing probability density functions using equations we develop for angles and
ratios. We use these probabilities for ranking match hypotheses in Section 4.5. We
discuss pose estimation and estimate the e ects of uncertainty on the pose in Section
4.6. We present our probabilistic expression to rank match hypotheses in Section 4.7.
We show experimental recognition results in Section 4.8. Finally, a number of issues
raised by our work and future research directions are discussed in Section 4.9.

4.4 Hypothesis Probability Computation
In this section we compute the probability that a given match hypothesis is correct.
We compute probabilities and probability density functions for some observable image
quantity (e.g., the ratio between lengths or an angle) to have a given value when the value
(measured in the model) is given. We then extend this technique to joint probabilities
and probability density functions for two image quantities, and use the results to rank
match hypotheses.

4.4.1 Iso-ratio and Iso-angle Curve equations
When measuring the ratio of line lengths in an image or the angle between lines, we
want to know from what viewing directions this image could be scanned, given a match
between the lines and certain edges in the model. Consider two segments l1 and l2 in the
image (Figure 4.1(a)) which are projections of edges u1 and u2 respectively in the model,
such that the ratio between the length of l1 and l2 is and the angle between them is .
The ratio between the lengths of the projections of u1 and u2 is for viewing directions
v which satisfy:

ju

1

vj ; ju2 vj = 0:
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(4.1)

Squaring this equation yields a quadratic equation in v.
Viewing directions which satisfy:
(u1 v)  (u2 v) ; cos ju1 vjju2 vj = 0

(4.2)

yield an angle  between the projections of u1 and u2. Squaring this equation yields a
equation of degree four in v. Note that because only cos2  appears in the equation, it
also accounts for the curves corresponding to  ;  2 ;  and ( ; ). These must be
identi ed and eliminated.
We trace these curves to gain a better understanding of the probabilistic peaking
e ect and use the area bounded by them to calculate probabilities. For tracing the
curves we use an algorithm for tracing algebraic curves 55] which relies on homotopy
continuation 61] to nd all curve singularities and construct a discrete representation of
the smooth branch curves (see Appendix B for details). We add the constraint jvj2 = 1
to the equations derived earlier to insure that the viewing directions lie on the viewing
sphere. We decided to trace these curves on the viewing sphere and not on a cube as
was done in Chapter 3, since tracing curves on the cube reduces the number of variables
by one but requires to run the algorithm six times. As the degree of the equations here
is less than in the previous chapter, the overhead for using the cube outweighs the gain
of tracing curves of equations with less variables.
For reasons of symmetry, ratios are plotted using a log2 scale. In this way, the ratio
and its inverse are symmetric around zero (log2 = ; log2 (1= )), and yield similar curves.
We traced curves for values of with equal intervals on the log2 scale. Figure 4.2(a)
shows curves for values log2 between ;2 and 2 where the the ratio in the model is
1. Interesting viewing directions are: viewing directions parallel to u1 where u1 is
foreshortened to a point and is zero, viewing directions parallel to u2 where u2 is
foreshortened to a point and is in nite and viewing directions parallel to (u1 u2 )
where the viewing direction is orthogonal to the plane of u1 and u2 and the ratio is the
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\real" ratio. For ratios less than the \real" ratio there are two curves which surround the
viewing direction parallel to u1 , for ratios greater than the \real" ratio there are two
curves which surround the viewing direction parallel to u2 , and for the ratio equal to
the \real" ratio the two curves intersect at the viewing directions parallel to (u1 u2 ).
For the case when the \real" ratio is not one, consider a viewing direction v which
satis es

ju

1

vj ; ju2 vj = 0

(4.3)

for a pair of edges e1 and e2 such that ju1j = ju2j. Consider another pair of edges e01 and
e02 such that u01 = 1 u1 and u02 = 2u2 . Substituting these values into (4.3) yields:

ju

0
1

vj ; 1 ju02 vj = 0:
2

Thus the perceived ratio at the viewing direction v is 1 =2 where 1 =2 is the \real"
ratio between the lengths of e01 and e02 . This linear relationship enables us to concentrate
on the case where the edges are of equal length and use this relationship to compute
values for all other pairs of edges. No such relationship exists for angles.
In Figure 4.2(b) we show curves for angles between 0 and 360 where the angle is
de ned as the angle between the projection u1 the projection of u2 in the counterclockwise
direction and the \real" angle is 45 . All the curves start at viewing directions parallel
to u1 and end at viewing directions parallel to u2 . This occurs because at those
directions one of the edges has been foreshortened to zero length and therefore the angle
between the two edges is not de ned. However, by slightly changing the viewing direction
any angle can be obtained. For angles less than the \real" angle, the curves go between
u1 and u2 or between ;u1 and ;u2 starting for 0 from directions in the plane spanned
by u1 and u2 . At the \real" angle the two curves intersect like before at the viewing
direction orthogonal to the u1,u2 plane. For angles greater than the \real" angle the
curves go between u1 and ;u2 or between ;u1 and u2 ending for 180 with viewing
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Figure 4.2 For two lines of equal length with 45 between them: (a) the viewing sphere
with iso-ratio curves with log2 ( ) in ;2 2] (b) the viewing sphere with iso-angle curves.
directions which also lie in the u1 ,u2 plane. For angles  greater than 180 the curve is
the reection of the curve for 360 ;  through the origin. Because if the angle between
the projections of u1 and u2 for viewing direction v is , the angle for ;v is 360 ; .
The probabilistic peaking e ect is clearly demonstrated in this gure for both ratios and
angles. The fraction of the sphere covered by ratios such that ;0:4 < log2 < 0:4 and
by 30 <  < 60 is much larger than by other segments of the log2 and  spaces of the
same size.

4.4.2 Computing Probability Density Functions
Given the probability density function (p.d.f.) f , the value of the distribution function
F (a) is the probability that x  a. It is given by:

F (a) =

Za

;1

f (x)dx:

Conversely,

f (x) = F 0(x)
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Figure 4.3 Regions on the viewing sphere whose areas are computed.
therefore when one function is given, the other can be computed by integration or di erentiation. In our case we rst compute F (a) for a ratio or an angle and then compute f
by numerical di erentiation. The curve for a value of the ratio or an angle a is traced on
the viewing sphere. This curve bounds the part of the viewing sphere for which x  a.
The discrete points on the curve bound a polygon whose area is given by the following
formula:
n
X
area = i ; (n ; 2)
i=1

where n is the number of vertices of the polygon, and i is the spherical angle between two
adjacent edges. A spherical angle is de ned as the angle between the planes containing
the great circles of the two edges. The area of the whole sphere is 4, so to obtain
probabilities the result must be divided by 4. Examples of such curves for various types
of distribution functions computed throughout this chapter are shown in Figure 4.3.
We can estimate f (x) by:
F (x + ) ; F (x ; ) 
f (x) = lim
!0
2
using the values computed for F (x + ) and F (x ; ).
Figure 4.4(a) shows the probability density function for log2 for various values of
the original angle between the edges, where the original ratio is 1. A logarithmic scale is
used to reect the symmetry of the probability density function for ratios.
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Figure 4.4 Probability densities for ratios and angles for various values of : (a) probability density for ratios (b) probability density for angles.

Figure 4.4(b) shows the probability density function for the observed angle for various
values of the original angle. In previous work Binford et. al. 13], Ben-Arie 11] and
Burns et. al. 15] estimated probability density functions using ratios and angles computed of a uniform sample of the viewing sphere. However our method, which computes
the areas on the viewing sphere produces the probability density functions exactly (up
to the discretization error of the curves and the error due to nite di erences).

4.4.3 Computing Joint Probability Density Functions
In the previous section we showed how to compute probability density functions for
one quantity measured in the image. However, when performing a partial match of
image features to model features such as the ones in Figure 4.1, more than one value is
measured. Computing their joint probability density function can be used to rank the
di erent match hypotheses for these image features. To demonstrate this we will examine
the ratio-angle pair. The p.d.f. f (  ) and the distribution function F (  ) are related
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in the following ways:

F (  ) =

Z Z 
0

0

f (x )dxd

f (  ) = @@F@ (  )

where F (  ) is the probability that the ratio between the lines in the image is less than
and the angle between them is less than . We estimate f (  ) as:

F ( +   +  ) + F (
f (  ) = lim
!0

;   ;  ) ; F (
22

 !0

+   ;  ) ; F (

;   +  ) 

(4.4)

where the numerator is the area bounded by the iso-ratio curves for  and the iso-angle
curves for   . The area is found by tracing the four curves, nding the intersection
points between them using homotopy continuation, extracting the boundary of the region
and computing its area.

4.4.4 Computing Joint Distribution Functions
In order to rank match hypotheses we must be able to compute how likely the values
measured in the image are when the match hypothesis is correct. The likelihood of a
match hypothesis is measured by the value of the joint p.d.f. which was computed in
the previous section for the values measured in the image. This can be done during
the recognition process for all the match hypotheses. However in order to speed up the
recognition process we build look-up tables o -line. The (log2  ) and (1  2 ) spaces
are divided into rectangles and for each rectangle the average value of the joint p.d.f. is
computed. At recognition time the value of the joint p.d.f. is found in the appropriate
entry of the look-up table.
To perform that we have to compute for two adjacent edges e1 and e2 the probability

P ( 1 < < 2  1 <  < 2 )
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(4.5)

that when viewing these edges from a randomly selected viewing direction the ratio of
the lengths will be between 1 and 2 and the angle between the edges will be between
1 and 2 . We will denote this region of the (  ) space by R( 1  2  1 2 ). Using the
technique described in the previous section we trace the curves of 1  2  1 and 2 and
nd the area bounded by them. Because for every value of or , there are two curves,
two such areas exist. We have divided the (log2  ) space into identical rectangles. The
log2 dimension was truncated at ;k and k where k is an arbitrary limit set taking
into account the maximum and minimum lengths of edges assumed to be extracted by
the edge detector, and using those values to estimate the maximum and minimum ratios
of lengths. Dividing P ( 1 < < 2 1 <  < 2 ) by the area of the rectangle in
the (log2  ) space yields the average joint p.d.f. value for ratios and angles within
that rectangle. We have traced the corresponding regions on the viewing sphere of each
rectangle, producing a tessellation of the viewing sphere shown in Fig 4.5(a). The areas
of the regions which represent P ((  ) 2 R( 1  2 1  2)) are plotted in Figure 4.5(b).
For trihedral corner feature sets curves for the two angles are plotted producing a
tessellation of the viewing sphere shown in Figure 4.6(a). The areas of the regions which
represent P ((1 2 ) 2 R(11  12  21  22 )) were plotted in Figure 4.6(b). Corners are
characterized by the three angles between the three pairs of edges. Although the two
sets of curves (such as the set in Figure 4.2(b)) are determined by the rst two angles,
the third angle inuences where the two sets of curves will intersect and thus the area
of the regions (if they exist). To demonstrate how di erent the results can be, we have
computed the joint probability function of a number of corners, and display in Figure
4.7(top) the graph of the probability function. The bottom of the gure shows the empty
and non-empty regions. This shows that for a given corner there doesn't always exist
a viewing direction for every pair of angles, where as in the ratio/angle case there exist
viewing directions for all values of and . This enables us to discard some of the
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Figure 4.5 The joint probability function of ratios and angles for a pair of edges where

the original values are (1=3 90 ): (a) tessellation of the viewing sphere into ratio/angle
regions (b) a graph of the joint probability function for ratios and angles as estimated
by the area of the regions in (a).
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hypotheses for trihedral corners because there is no viewing direction which would yield
those angles for some of the model feature sets.
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Figure 4.6 (a) Tessellation of the viewing sphere into angle/angle regions (b) a graph
of the joint probability function for pairs of angles as estimated by the area of the regions
in (a).

In the ratio/ratio case the feature set includes three edges. We could then measure
in the image in addition to the two ratios, two angles. This means that the ratio/ratio
case can be modelled as an angle/angle and two ratio/angle feature sets. So when a
ratio/ratio feature set occurs in the image it is modelled as a combination of its simpler
components.

4.4.5 Dealing with Occlusion
Up until now our analysis did not account for the fact that the features we are studying
belong to solid objects and these objects could partially or totally occlude these features.
The features can be occluded by features of the same object or by other objects. Modeling
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Figure 4.7 For trihedral corners with the following angles: (10  20  25 ), (40  60  40 ),

(40  60  80 ), (80  80  80 ) and (90  90  90 ) graphs of joint probability functions and
of non-empty regions are displayed.

the e ects of occlusion between di erent objects is very dicult without having prior
knowledge about the location of the objects and the camera in the scene.
Self occlusion on the other hand can be modelled exactly by dealing with the following
two problems: for both types of feature sets the vertex at which the edges meet (the
corner) must be visible, and when computing the ratio of lengths in two edge feature
sets, only the length of the visible part of the projection of the edge should be used.
We determine the visibility of the features using the aspect graph of the object which is
generated using techniques similar to the ones described in chapter 3. As the visibility of
features only changes on the viewing sphere on critical curves, we can analyze the visibility
of the features in the feature set by studying a representative viewing direction from each
noncritical region and determine where the features are visible and which critical curves
bound those regions. Regions in which the corner is not visible are removed from the
probability distribution computed earlier, and for areas in which one or both the edges
are partially occluded we replace the curves traced for the ratio of lengths by new curves
using the following derivation.
Given two edges e1 and e2 shown in Figure 4.8, we characterize the viewing directions
v such that the ratio of the lengths of the visible part of their projections is . So if the
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Figure 4.8 Two adjacent edges e1 and e2, starting from vertex p in directions u1 and u2
respectively, intersect edges e01 and e02 at p + t1 u1 and p + t2u2 respectively.
projections of e1 and e2 intersect the projections of e01 and e02 at p + t1 u1 and p + t2u2
respectively, (4.1) is modi ed into:

t1 ju1 vj ; t2 ju2 vj = 0:

(4.6)

In order to characterize the intersection points between the projections of the edges
we use the same arguments used to derive the equations for EEE curves in Chapter 3. We
write that a line D1 passing through p + tu1 with direction v intersects the supporting
line D10 = (a1  b1 ) of e01 . The line D1 has Plucker coordinates (v (p + t1u1 ) v). Writing
that D1 intersects D1 we obtain:
00

00

0

00

a1  (t1u1 v + p v) + b1  v = 0:
Similarly we obtain for the intersection of e2 and e02 :

a2  (t2u2 v + p v) + b2  v = 0:
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Substituting the equations for t1 and t2 obtained from these equations into (4.6) yields:
;b1  v ; a1  (p v) ju1 vj ; ;b2  v ; a2  (p v) ju2 vj = 0: (4.7)
a1  (u v)
a2  (u v)
Squaring this equation yields a degree six homogeneous equation in v. If only one of
the edges is partially occluded the equation simpli es to an equation of degree four.
To demonstrate the e ect of occlusion we have chosen two edges of an L shaped object
whose aspect graph is shown in Figure 4.9(a). We labeled the noncritical regions of the
aspect graph with letters A ; F according to the state of occlusion of the two edges and
show representative views of the object in Figure 4.9(b). In regions labeled by A both
edges are totally visible therefore (4.1) is used to trace the iso-ratio curves. In regions
labeled by B at least one of the edges is totally occluded, and therefore these regions are
discarded. In C one of the edges is partially occluded and in D and E the other edge
is partially occluded, each time by a di erent edge. For these regions (4.7) is used to
trace the iso-ratio curves. In region F the corner is occluded therefore this region is also
discarded.
In Figure 4.9(c) the aspect graph and the tessellation of the sphere into regions are
traced on the viewing sphere. It is interesting to note the e ect of crossing a critical
curve on the iso-ratio curve. On the boundary between regions A and E the iso-ratio
curve is continuous where as on the boundary between regions A and D or A and C it is
not. In the former when the viewing direction is part of the critical curve the projection
of the occluding edge touches a vertex of one of the edges in the feature set and therefore
does not occlude it at all. In the latter when the critical curve is passed the edge changes
from being totally visible to being partially occluded changing the ratio of the visible
parts of the projections of the edges instantaneously. In region F the corner is occluded
and on its boundaries e1 (C ) and e2 (D and E ) become totally occluded yielding sets
of dense iso-ratio curves with values converging on zero and in nity respectively. The
probability distribution function is shown in Figure 4.9(d) (compare to Figure 4.5 which
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Figure 4.9 (a) the aspect graph of the L shaped object with the regions marked by

letters A-F (b) views of the object: (A) both edges are visible (B) at least one of the
edges is not visible (C) one of the edges is partially occluded (D)-(E) the other edge is
partially occluded by two di erent edges (F) the corner is occluded (c) tessellation of
the viewing sphere into regions (d) a graph of the joint probability function as estimated
by the area of the regions in (c).
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disregards occlusion). Similar probability distributions have been computed for the case
of the trihedral corner. In that case regions on the viewing sphere where the corner is not
visible were discarded. In the other regions the regular iso-angle equations were used.

4.5 Ranking Match Hypotheses
In this section we use the techniques presented in the previous section for ranking match
hypotheses. We build look-up tables of lists of hypotheses sorted by probability o -line
and during the recognition stage the sorted hypotheses are tested.

4.5.1 Building Look-up Tables
In the preprocessing stage, we construct two look-up tables T1(  ) and T2 (1  2) for the
ratio/angle and angle/angle pairs respectively. The tables are built by computing joint
probability distributions which were described in Section 4.4.4 for all feature sets in the
model database.
We use these probabilities to determine the induced probabilities on the identity of
the object. We denote by E a feature set measured in the image with values within a
certain region of the (  ) or (1  2) space, by Mi the event in which the ith model from
the database appears in the image, and by Hj(i) the hypothesis that the j th model feature
set of the ith model matches E . We would like to compute P (Hj(i) MijE ) which is the
probability that hypothesis Hj(i) is correct if E was measured in the image. Using Bayes'
law
P (E Hj(i)jMi )P (Mi)
(i)
:
P (Hj  MijE ) =
P (E )

P (E Hj(i) jMi) is the probability that features associated with hypothesis Hj(i) were
visible and that the values measured in the image were within the region of E assuming
that object Mi is visible in the scene. This probability was computed in the previous
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section. P (E ) is the sum of all the probabilities of all the hypotheses in which E can be
measured. Therefore,

P (E ) =

XX
m j

P (E Hj(m)jMm )P (Mm):

Combining these two equations yields:

P (E Hj(i)jMi )P (Mi)
P (Hj  MijE ) = P P
:
(4.8)
(m)
m j P (E Hj jMm )P (Mm )
P (Mi) can be determined using any prior knowledge we have about the likelihood of
a model to appear in the image. P (Hj(i) Mi jE ) is computed for the hypotheses in the
list for each entry in the tables and the lists are sorted by probability.
It is important to note that the regions in the (  ) or (1  2) spaces do not have
to be of equal size. Moreover, the recognition algorithm will perform better if regions
with multiple probabilistic peaks are divided into smaller regions with one peak in each.
Thus each hypothesis would have a higher probability in the subregion in which its peak
is located and a lower probability in the other subregion, where as if only one region
existed all the hypotheses would have the same average probability. In general, the (  )
or (1  2) space can be partitioned using a quadtree approach where a region is divided
into four regions only if the order of the hypotheses of the subregions is di erent than
the order of the hypotheses of the parent region.
(i)

4.5.2 Dealing With Uncertainty
The input to the recognition phase of the algorithm is the result of edge and corner
detection performed on the image. There is uncertainty in this data which has to be
modeled in order to design a robust algorithm. We identify three types of uncertainty
which have to be dealt with: certain feature sets which appear in the image will not
be recovered by the edge and corner detectors, the image features might not match any
model features, and the values measured for image features are themselves uncertain.
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We denote by Pd (E H ) the probability that a feature set which appears in the image,
for which we measure values E , and for which the hypothesis H is correct will be detected
by the edge and corner detectors. For each hypothesis evidence pair Pd(E H ) can be in
principle obtained empirically by testing the performance of edge and corner detectors
on many typical scenes. In general, feature sets appearing on the silhouette of the object
will have a higher Pd(E H ) than internal features.
Incorporating Pd(E H ) into (4.8) yields:
P (E Hj(i)jMi)P (Mi)Pd(E Hj(i) )
P (Hj(i) MijE ) = P P
:
(m)
(m)
P
(
E
H
j
M
)
P
(
M
)
P
(
E
H
)
m
m
d
m l
l
l
The second type of uncertainty deals with feature sets which are not \legal" feature
sets. Image features may not match model features for various reasons: the features were
not correctly recovered (e.g. only part of an edge was recovered), the features belong
to several occluding objects, or the features belong to objects not in the database or to
the background. The average number of \illegal" feature sets Pil in a scene depends on
the types of scenes which the recognition process analyzes and on the quality of the edge
and corner detectors. However, Pil can be estimated empirically by testing the system
on images of typical scenes. Di erent types of environments will produce di erent values
for Pil . In order to incorporate this information into T1 (  ) and T2(1  2 ) tables we
compute the probability that we measured values within a region in the value space
due to random features. Assuming that the length of the lines and the angles between
them are uniformly distributed, the distribution of log2 which is the logarithm of the
ratio of the lengths of two lines with uniformly distributed lengths, is 12 e;j log2  ln 2j. The
probability for a pair of edges to be in a rectangle in the (  ) space is:
P ((  ) 2 R( 1 2  1 2 )) = 21 je;j log2 1 ln 2j ; e;j log2 2 ln 2jj (2 2; 1 ) :
The probability for a corner to be in a rectangle in the (1  2) space is:
P ((1 2 ) 2 R(11  12  21  22 )) = (12 2; 11 ) (22 2; 21 ) :
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In each entry in the tables a new hypothesis is added to the list, which represents the
\illegal" feature set and whose probability is the probability calculated above multiplied
by Pil .
The last type of uncertainty is in the values measured in the image. For the twoedge case we assume that there is uncertainty in vertex position of the three vertices.
We assume the six coordinates a = (x1  y1 x2  y2 x3 y3) have a normal distribution with
mean i = ai and variance 2 which can be determined empirically. This induces a
probability distribution on and  which enables us to compute the probability that the
actual measured values are in a region of the (  ) space. Thus

P (H jE ) =

X
k

P (H jEk)P (Ek jE ) =

X
k

jEk)P (Ek) 
P (H jEk) PP (PE(E
jE )P (E )
j

j

j

where P (E jEk ) is the probability that E is in the kth region of the (  ) space. P (E jEk )
decreases rapidly as the distance from E to the region Ek increases, and the rate of the
decrease accelerates as 2 gets smaller. Therefore for most regions Ek except the ones
close to E , P (E jEk) is negligible and P (H jE ) is be computed by summing over the
contributions of a small number of regions.

4.6 Pose and Pose Uncertainty Estimation
For all correct hypotheses which match features from an instance of an object to features
in the model, the pose recovered for all of these match hypotheses should be the same.
Therefore we use pose estimation to nd sets of hypotheses which produce the same pose
to reinforce the recognition hypothesis. Uncertainty in the values measured in the image
induces uncertainty in the pose and are accounted for when testing the compatibility of
match hypotheses.
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4.6.1 Pose Estimation
The problem of estimating the pose from three points 1, 40, 46] or a trihedral corner 95]
has been extensively studied. We present here a simple approach which deals with both
types of feature sets. We regard the pose of an object in weak perspective projection as
a combination of the following four components:
a viewing direction v which is a point on the viewing sphere,
a rotation of the image by degrees about the viewing direction,
a scale s,
a translation t in the image.
Therefore the pose is a point in the six dimensional space fS 2 0  2] smin  smax ]
IR2 g where S 2 is the unit viewing sphere, smin and smax are the minimum and maximum
assumed scales respectively, and the translation t must be a vector in the image. The
projection pi of a point p of the object in the image is:

pi = sR( )(p  v2  p  v3 ) + t

(4.9)

where v v2 v3 is an orthonormal basis of IR3 and R( ) is a rotation by degrees.
We will now show what components of the pose can be recovered from angles and
lengths measured in the image given an hypothesis which matches a minimal number of
features in the image to features in the model. Each measured angle or ratio imposes a
one-dimensional constraint on possible viewing directions. In order to determine v two
such constraints are needed. Two pairs of types of curves were considered: the ratio/angle
pair and the angle/angle pair. The ratio/ratio pair is not considered because in order
to measure two ratios we would need an hypothesis which contains additional matched
features which we are trying to avoid. The ratio/angle pair occurs when two adjacent
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edges in the image (Figure 4.1(a)) are matched with edges in the model. The angle/angle
pair occurs when a trihedral corner (Figure 4.1(b)) is matched to corresponding features
in the model. In this case only the angles are used and the length of the edges does
not have to be reliably measured in the image. v is obtained as the intersection points
between two curves. The degrees of the ratio and angle curves are 2 and 4 respectively.
Therefore the number of intersection points found for the ratio/angle and angle/angle
pairs will be at most 8 and 16 respectively. However as shown in Section 4.4 the angle
equations generate curves for   ;  2 ;  and ;( ; ). As most of the solutions are for
the other angles the number of real solutions is much less. Some of the remaining solutions
can be eliminated by visibility considerations (i.e., the features are occluded from that
viewing direction). The other components of the pose are determined using standard
2D pose estimation. The rotation angle is determined for both pairs by rotating the
results of applying the projection of the object in direction v (Figure 4.10(a)) until the
corresponding edges are parallel to each other (Figure 4.10(b)). The scale and translation
can not be obtained for the angle/angle case. Therefore only in the case of the ratio/angle
pair they are recovered (Figure 4.10(c) and Figure 4.10(d)).

4.6.2 Pose Uncertainty Estimation
For each match hypothesis we are able to recover certain components of the pose of the
object as described in the previous section. However to reinforce these hypotheses we
need to nd sets of hypotheses matching di erent feature sets in the image to feature sets
of the same model in the database and determine that these features belong to the same
instance of the model. In that case the values of the components of the pose recovered
for each match hypothesis should be the same. When uncertainty in the values measured
in the image is accounted for, instead of points in the pose space we get pose uncertainty
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Figure 4.10 Stages in pose estimation from lines l1 and l2 in the image which match
edges u1 and u2 respectively in the model: (a) the viewing direction v estimated as the
intersection between the curve for the ratio and the angle (b) the angle is computed
(c) the scale s is computed (d) the translation t is computed.
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regions, and the regions associated with compatible hypotheses should have a non-empty
intersection.
We measure the position of three vertices in the ratio/angle case and the position of
four vertices in the angle/angle case. Assuming that each of the measured coordinates
has a normal distribution with the measured value as its mean and with a certain variance
2
(which can be found empirically), this induces a probability density function on the
pose of the object due to these features. Thus, a multivariate normal distribution of the
values measured in the image induces a distribution on the pose space.
When trying to determine whether two feature sets are part of one instance of a certain
model we use the poses recovered from them. In order to account for uncertainty we have
to calculate the probability that the two poses are close enough. This will be discussed
in Sect. 4.7. Here we describe how to eliminate most pairs of poses whose matching
probability is negligible by estimating the pose uncertainty regions and checking if they
intersect.
We bound the vertex position uncertainty by a circle of radius k . The larger the
circle the higher the probability that the real value is within that circle. Under that
assumption we compute the size of the region of the pose space which could generate the
feature set. If the regions for both hypotheses have an empty intersection the hypothesis
pair is discarded. A large value of k increases the probability that two random hypotheses
will have a non-empty intersection. Therefore there is a tradeo in setting k such that
most correct pairs will be found and a maximal number of random pairs will be discarded.
We divide the computation into two stages. In the rst stage we compute the uncertainty in the values measured in the image such as ratios, angles and lengths due to
the uncertainty in vertex position. This stage does not depend on the model features
matched to the image feature set. In the second stage we combine the results of the rst
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stage with the uncertainty due to interrelations between the various components of the
pose to produce the estimated pose uncertainty region.
In the rst stage we nd the maximum and minimum values for the various values
measured in the image assuming the uncertainty is bounded by  = k . For the ratio/angle case (Figure 4.11(a)) given vertices P0,P1 and P2 we nd P00 ,P10 and P20 within
their respective uncertainty regions which yield extreme values for ratios angles or lengths.
As the uncertainty is relatively small we can assume that the rst derivative component of the Taylor expansion of the functions we are trying to maximize dominates the
value of the function. Therefore we can assume that the extreme values happen on the
boundary of the uncertainty region, and we only need to nd three angles i such that
Pi0 = Pi + ( cos( i)  sin( i)). To demonstrate the general approach we shall deal with
the case of nding extreme ratios between the length of the lines l10 and l20 . We de ne
F ( 0 1 2) = (jl10 j=jl20 j). The maximum (minimum) is obtained when

@F (   ) = @F (   ) = @F (   ) = 0:
@ 0 0 1 2 @ 1 0 1 2 @ 2 0 1 2
At rst it seems that a three-parameter optimization must be performed to obtain the
maximum (minimum) ratio. However when given a value for 0, the values for 1 and 2
can be computed directly. For example when trying to nd the maximum ratio we have
to extend P1 ; P00 and contract P2 ; P00 as much as possible. The maximum change for
both lines which is  is achieved by extending P1 ; P00 by  and by cutting  o P2 ; P00 .
For a minimum ratio P2 ; P00 is extended and P1 ; P00 is contracted. In both cases i is
chosen such that Pi ; P00 is parallel to Pi0 ; Pi. Thus we are left with a one-dimensional
optimization which can be easily done using standard numerical techniques such as the
secant method or a combination of the secant method and the Newton-Raphson method
48]. In Table 4.1 we summarize how to nd the extreme values for all the values which
we are looking for. Examples of the corresponding con gurations are shown in Figure
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Figure 4.11 Given vertices Pi in the image, nd Pi0 within their respective uncertainty
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4.12. For the case of the trihedral corner (Figure 4.11(b)) we measure the minimum and
maximum values for 1  2 3 = 2 ; (1 + 2 ) and the rotation.
In the second stage of the computation, components of the pose region are computed.
When computing the projection of a model point, transformations due to v  s and t
are applied to the point in that order. Therefore, uncertainty in the initial components
of the projection can increase the uncertainty of the other components of the pose. The
Value
Ratio
Angle
Scale
Rotation

Function

jjl jj=jjl jj
cos ((l  l )=(jjl jjjjl jj))
(jjl jj=jjl jj + jjl jj=jjl jj)=2:0
Bis  Bis
;1

0
1

0
1

1

0
1

0
2

?

0
2

0
2

0
1

0

0
2

2

Computing 1 and 2
(Pi ; P00 ) k (Pi0 ; Pi)
(Pi0 ; Pi) ? (Pi0 ; P00 )
(Pi ; P00 ) k (Pi0 ; Pi)
(Pi0 ; Pi) ? (Pi0 ; P00 )

where Bis is the normalized bisector
Translation
Maximal value is 
i= 0
Table 4.1 A table describing the di erent values which we would like to maximize
(minimize), the function which is maximized (minimized) and how to compute 1 and
2 given 0 .
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 4.12 The cases where minimal and maximal values are measured. Bounded

uncertainty in vertex position is assumed. (a) ratio between the lengths of edges (b)
angle between the edges (c) length of edges (d) rotation of the bisector of the two edges
(e) translation of the feature set in the y direction.
uncertainty of  and s is a ected by the uncertainty in v, and the uncertainty in t is
a ected by the uncertainty in v  and s.
For the two-edge case the region of the viewing sphere which belongs to the region is
the region bounded by the curves for min  max  min and max which were computed in
the previous step (Figure 4.13(a)). Using the boundary of the region we nd the minimal
and maximal values for the position of one of the vertices, the rotation, and the scale
of the projected features. Using the extreme values for the the rotation  and scale s
from both stages, we compute a worst case estimate for them. In order to compute the
translation component we have to take into account the e ects of all previous parts of
the pose. We start with the region denoted by the extreme polar coordinates of the
projection of a model feature point due to the viewing direction. Rotation a ects the
angle part of the region and scale a ects the length part of the region. To that we add 
the translation uncertainty in the image and get the translation part of the region.
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θ3 Min
θ3 Max
θMax
θ1 Max
θ2 Max
ρMin
ρMax

θ2 Min

θMin

θ1 Min

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.13 The uncertainty region on the viewing sphere bounded by curves for the
possible minimal and maximal values measured in the image: (a) the two-edge case (b)
the trihedral corner case.

For the case of the trihedral corner we compute the boundary of the region on the
viewing sphere bounded by curves for the minimum and maximum values of 1 2 and
3 (Figure 4.13 (b)). As in the previous case we estimate the uncertainty for the rotation. Due to lack of information, the components of scale and translation can not be
estimated independently. Therefore for each possible value of the scale we must estimate
the translation uncertainty.
To demonstrate the variability of the pose uncertainty for di erent model feature
sets, we tabulate the pose uncertainty for them in Table 4.2 where the ratio and the
angle in the image were 1.4 and 315 respectively. Nearly all the components of the pose
region do not change much between the di erent examples. Only the size of the viewing
sphere component changes dramatically for the di erent examples. The closer the ratio
and angle measured in the model are to the values measured in the image the larger the
viewing sphere component is.
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Ratio Angle Viewing Sphere Rotation Scale Translation
1.0 280:0
0.011
0.092 0.139
0.0080
0.3 90:0
0.001
0.101 0.147
0.0329
1.4 315:0
0.085
0.184 0.158
0.0459
0.3 315:0
0.001
0.109 0.173
0.0099
1.4 90:0
0.009
0.124 0.114
0.0142
Table 4.2 Tabulation of the fractions of components of the uncertainty pose region for a
given image feature set whose ratio and angle are 1.4 and 315:0 respectively for several
model feature sets with di erent ratios and angles.
This phenomenon, which is another aspect of the probabilistic peaking e ect can be
exploited for solving the following problem studied in 32]. Given a number of probable
correspondences between points in the image and points in a model, choose a subset of
the correspondences to compute the best pose estimate. For each triple the smaller the
size of the region, the smaller the uncertainty in the pose is. For larger point subsets the
intersection of pose regions can be computed and the subset which yields the smallest
pose region is chosen.

4.6.3 Ecient Pose Uncertainty Estimation
In the previous section we described how to estimate pose uncertainty regions for match
hypotheses. Although this technique gave us insight into the nature of these regions, a
more ecient technique is needed to estimate these regions at the time of recognition
and nd the intersection between the regions.
We compute the pose p of the object assuming a match hypothesis h is computed
using the technique described in Section 4.6.1. p is a function of the vertex positions a
measured in the image. Using Taylor expansion, the e ect of a small uncertainty  in a
on the pose can be estimated by:

p(a +  )  p(a) + rp(a):
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As the uncertainty is small the contributions of higher derivatives of the pose function
can be neglected. For the ratio/angle case all six components of the pose are recovered
using three coordinate pairs. Thus rp(a) is a 6 6 matrix. Assuming that the uncertainty
for each coordinate pair is bounded by , the maximum uncertainty for a component p
of pose will be when  has the following values:

8
><  =  @p ( @p 2 + @p 2);1=2 
2i;1
@a2i 1 @a2i 1
@a2i
>:  =  @p ( @p 2 + @p 2 );1=2 
2i
@a2i @a2i 1
@a2i
;

;

;

where i denotes the ith coordinate pair. Thus for each coordinate pair the vector
(2i;1 2i) points in the direction of rp (a2i;1  a2i). The derivatives are computed numerically. The perturbed pose is computed using the multivariate Newton-Raphson
algorithm with the unperturbed pose given as the initial guess. For most components of
the pose computing the uncertainty is simple. However for the viewing direction component v of the pose we parameterize the pose as v = v1 +  v2 +  v3 where v1 is the
q
viewing direction for the unperturbed input,  = (1 ;  2 ;  2 ), and the uncertainty is
measured in radians in the v2 and v3 directions. So if the viewing direction uncertainties
are arcsin  and arcsin  , the viewing direction component in the pose uncertainty region
is:
fv 2 S2 : jv  v2j <  jv  v3j < g:
In order to check if two pose uncertainty regions have a non-empty intersection, all
components of the pose are compared. This works for pairs of ratio/angle hypotheses,
but for angle/angle hypotheses only the viewing direction and rotation components can
be recovered directly and more information is needed to recover the scale and translation
components. By adding to the feature set the position and uncertainty of the corner of
the other feature set, the scale and translation components of the uncertainty region are
recovered.
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4.7 Ranking Recognition Results
4.7.1 Requirements
In the nal stage of the algorithm, pairs of hypotheses whose pose uncertainty regions
have a non-empty intersection are ranked by probability. For a ranking scheme to be
useful it should exhibit the following characteristics: using the notion of \maximum likelihood interpretations" discussed in 92], more likely interpretations (hypotheses with
larger pose uncertainty regions) should be ranked higher than less likely ones, interpretations which would assume a larger uncertainty in vertex position should be ranked lower
than interpretations with smaller uncertainty, and feature combinations with many plausible interpretations (e.g., features belonging to a single rectangular or triangular face)
should be ranked lower than feature combinations with a unique interpretation. Our
probabilistic expression accounts for all these sometime conicting requirements in ranking possible interpretations. In addition, the algorithm should be able to rank the correct
hypotheses rst even if the algorithm has to be stopped for lack of time before all pairs
of hypotheses have been tested.

4.7.2 Derivation
Given a set of image features which participate in a match hypothesis (ratio/angle or
angle/angle), the pose uncertainty region bounds the region in the pose space in which
the error is bounded by . The higher the value of  the higher the probability that if
the hypothesis is correct, that the pose of the object lies within the uncertainty region.
 is set large enough such that the probability that the correct pose is not within the
uncertainty region is very small.
Given two feature sets in the image e1 and e2 and two respective hypotheses h1 and
h2 , we de ne H as the hypothesis that h1 and h2 are true and both match image feature
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sets to the same instance of a certain model M . We compute P (h1 h2 H M je1  e2), using
Bayes' rule:

P (h1 h2 H M je1  e2) = P (e1 eP2(he1  he2) H M ) :
1

2

(4.10)

For e1 and e2 to be features of the same object, the pose of the object p must be in
the intersection of the pose uncertainty regions of the two hypotheses which we denote
by U (e1  h1) and U (e2  h2 ) respectively. For each possible pose we write

P (e1 e2 h1 h2  H M p) = P (M )Pd (e1 h1 )Pd(e2 h2 )U (e1 h1) (p)U (e2 h2) (p)fp(p)
where U (e1 h1)(p) and U (e2 h2) (p) are the characteristic functions of U (e1  h1) and U (e2  h2)
respectively and fp(p) is the p.d.f. of poses in the pose space. If the position of the camera with respect to the surface on which the objects are placed is known, information
about stable poses of the objects can be reected in fp(p). By marginalizing with respect
to p we obtain

Z

P (e1 e2 h1  h2 H M ) = P (M )Pd (e1 h1 )Pd(e2 h2 ) U (e1 h1) (p)U (e2 h2) (p)fp(p)dp:
p
(4.11)
Assuming the poses are uniformly distributed and that the volume of the pose space
is normalized to 1, (4.11) simpli es to:

P (e1 e2 h1  h2 H M ) = P (M )Pd (e1 h1 )Pd(e2  h2)jU (e1  h1) \ U (e2  h2)j:
(4.12)
We compute P (e1 e2) by summing over every pair of hypotheses hi hj which could
generate e1 and e2 respectively and whether e1 and e2 belong to the same object (H (i j))
or not (:H (i j)), yielding:

P (e1 e2 ) = Pi Pj P (e1 e2 hi M (hi )  hj  M (hj )  H (i j)) +
P P P (e  e  h  M (hi)  h  M (hj ) :H (i j))
i

j

1

2

i
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j

where M (hi ) is the model to which the model features of hi belong. In the rst term e1
and e2 are feature sets of the same instance of a certain model, so the probabilities are
computed in the same way that as the numerator of (4.10). In the second term, e1 and
e2 do not belong to the same object, therefore

P (e1 e2 hi M (hi )  hj  M (hj )  :H (i j)) = P (e1 hi  M (hi) )P (e2 hj  M (hj ) )P (:H (i j)):
When hi and hj represent features belonging to di erent models, P (:H (i j)) = 1. If
not, P (:H (i j)) is determined empirically by computing the probability that more than
one instance of Mi will appear in the image. We use same arguments that were used to
derive (4.11) to compute P (e1 hi M (hi ) ), by taking the volume of one uncertainty region
instead of the intersection of two regions, yielding:

P (e1 hi M (hi ) ) = P (M (hi ))Pd(e1  hi)jU (e1  hi)j:

(4.13)

Combining all these results we are able to compute P (h1 h2  H M je1 e2 ).
This derivation can be easily extended to more than two hypotheses. In the numerator
of (4.10) we compute the intersection of the uncertainty regions of all the hypotheses and
in the denominator we sum over all possible interpretations of the feature sets under
consideration (all the features belong to the same object, some of them belong to one
others to another etc...). We use the results for all subsets of the set of features in order
to compute that expression. It is important to note that only sets of features that all
of their subsets have non-zero rank might have a non-zero rank themselves. Therefore,
we only consider the small number of pairs of hypotheses which have been found by the
pair-ranking procedure as input for the extended procedure, which can be performed at
minimal computational cost but have very statistically signi cant results.
During recognition, for every pair of hypotheses whose pose uncertainty regions intersect we evaluate (4.10). Terms similar to P (e1 e2 hi hj  M H (i j)) appear in the numerator and the denominator of the expression. For hypothesis pairs whose pose un99

certainty region do not intersect, this term will be zero. Therefore, when we compute
the rank of a hypothesis pair we can assume at rst that all the terms of that type
except P (e1 e2 h1 h2 H ) are zero. When we compute the rank of another hypothesis
pair h01 and h02 which interpret the same image feature sets, we will add the value we
computed for P (e1 e2 h01  h02 M 0  H ) to the denominator of the rank of h1 and h2. Terms
of the type P (e1 hi M (hi )) which also appear in the denominator only involve one hypothesis, therefore their value can be precomputed and stored in the look-up tables.
However that is not always necessary because as the following calculation will show,
their values may be very small and their impact on the value of (4.10) is negligible. We
determine whether to neglect these terms by analyzing the relative sizes of terms of the
type P (e1 e2 hi hj  M H (i j)) and P P (e1 e2  hi M (hi ) hj  M (hj ) :H (i j)) and when the
ij
former is much bigger than the latter, the latter can be discarded.
We estimate jU (e1  h1 )\U (e2  h2)j, in order to estimate the value of P (e1 e2 hi hj  M H (i j)).
Consider the case of the one dimensional pose space and that U (e1  h1) and U (e2  h2)
are segments of length l which overlap. When the relative positions of U (e1  h1) and
U (e2  h2 ) are uniformly distributed, the average length of the overlap between them
will be l=2. Generalizing this to the six-dimensional pose space, we estimate that
jU (e1 h1) \ U (e2 h2)j  jU j=26, where jU j is the average volume of a pose uncertainty
region. Consider the recognition system with a database of m models. Each model has
on average n feature sets, and on average k of them appear in a given scene. We can
estimate P (M )  k=m. Thus we can estimate that

P (e1 e2 hi hj  M H (i j))  2;6 jU j(k=m)Pd(e h)2
and

X
ij

P (e1 e2  hi M (hi ) hj  M (hj ) :H (i j))  ( mk )2(nm)2 jU j2 Pd(e h)2 = k2n2 jU j2Pd (e h)2

The ratio between these two values yields:
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2;6jU j(k=m)Pd(e h)2 
P
(e1 e2 hi hj  M H (i j))
1

P P (e  e  h  M (hi ) h  M (hj ) :H (i j))
k2 n2jU j2 Pd(e h)2
26 kn2mjU j :
1 2
i
j
ij
(4.14)
Evaluating (4.14) for a recognition system such that k  1,n  10 and jU j  10;7,
gives 1500=m. Only when the number of models in the database m > 100 will the contribution of P P (e1 e2 hi M (hi )  hj  M (hj )  :H (i j)) to (4.10) be signi cant, for a smaller
ij
database this term can be neglected.
The recognition algorithm traverses the list of the pairs of hypotheses in decreasing
probability order. We compute the rank of pairs of hypotheses whose pose uncertainty
regions have a non-empty intersection by rst evaluating (4.12) and dividing it by the
sum of all the values of (4.12) computed for all the pairs of hypotheses found so far which
suggest interpretations to the same pair of features.

4.7.3 Characteristics of the Ranking Scheme
In section 4.7.1, we made several requirements of our ranking scheme. Here we will
analyze the algorithm to see how it satis es these requirements.
We have required that \popular" features which yield many possible interpretations
(e.g., features which belong to a rectangular or triangular face) be ranked lower than
features which yield few interpretations. \Popular" features will participate in many
hypothesis sets. Therefore their corresponding value of P (e1 e2 h1  h2 H M ) will contribute to the denominators of the probabilities of all the interpretations, thus reducing
the ranks of them all. This is reasonable because this set of features does not allow us to
discriminate between the di erent hypotheses, where-as a less \popular" but probably
correct set of features will have a higher rank, since not many competing hypotheses will
exist for that set of features.
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We have required that even if the algorithm had to be stopped without checking all
pairs of hypotheses, the correct recognition results would be ranked high on the list. As
the hypotheses are traversed in decreasing probability order there is a high probability that the correct hypothesis pairs will be ordered high on the list. Therefore, if the
recognition process has to be interrupted, we can still assume that the match hypotheses corresponding to the correct interpretation have been processed. We are especially
interested in the the \non-popular" feature sets. For them the correct interpretation has
been found and there is a small chance that any other competing interpretations would
have been found even if all pairs of hypotheses had been checked. Therefore most \nonpopular" hypotheses will have a high rank and that rank would be equal to the nal rank
in many cases.
We also made several requirements on how competing interpretations for the same set
of features should be ranked. We demonstrate the performance of the ranking algorithm
using illustrations of pose uncertainty regions of typical hypothesis pairs showed in Figure
4.14.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14 Illustration of the performance of the ranking scheme: (a) the algorithm

ranks higher a pair of likely hypotheses with large pose uncertainty regions (left) than a
pair of unlikely hypotheses with small pose uncertainty regions (right) (b) the algorithm
ranks higher a hypothesis pair with a small error in vertex position (left) over a pair with
a large error (middle) but can not prefer the pair on the right to the pair on the left even
though the error for that pair is larger.
The algorithm ranks competing interpretations for a pair of features by comparing
the intersection of the pose uncertainty regions of the two pairs of hypotheses. In Figure
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4.14(a), a pair of likely hypotheses with large pose uncertainty regions (left) are ranked
higher than a pair of unlikely hypotheses with small pose uncertainty regions(right).
Thus the algorithm would prefer the \maximum likelihood" interpretation 92] over the
less likely interpretation. In Figure 4.14(b), we study the case in which the size of the
pose uncertainty regions is the same but their relative positions are di erent. The closer
the centers of the regions are, the smaller the error in vertex position will be if the
interpretation is correct. The algorithm ranks higher the hypotheses pair with a small
error in vertex position(left) over a pair with a large error(middle) which causes their
uncertainty regions to not fully intersect. The algorithm however does not rank the pair
on the left higher than the pair on the right even though the pair on the right assumes
a larger uncertainty in vertex position because the size of the intersection of the pose
uncertainty regions is the same. In the next section we present a variant of the ranking
scheme which addresses this problem.

4.7.4 Exact Ranking Scheme
The fundamental characteristic of the algorithm which prevents it from discriminating
between the two interpretations illustrated in Figure 4.14(b)(left,right) is that all poses
within the intersection of the pose uncertainty regions have equal weight even though
the poses which yield small vertex position errors should have a higher weight than poses
which yield large errors.
To solve this problem we will weight each pose by the distance between the image
features and the model features backprojected using that pose. Assuming the uncertainty
in vertex position has a normal (or any other known) distribution, we use the probability
density function value for the computed vertex position uncertainty as the weight for
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that pose. Substituting this expression into (4.11) yields:

Z
P (e1 e2  h1 h2 H M ) = P (M )Pd(e1  h1)Pd(e2  h2) f1 (p)f2(p)fp(p)dp
p

(4.15)

where f1(p) and f2 (p) denote the probability density functions applied to the errors in
e1 and e2 respectively assuming the pose is p.
Similarly (4.13) is transformed into:
(hi )

(hi )

Z

P (e1 hi M ) = P (M )Pd(e1  hi) f1(p)fp(p)dp:
p

This ranking scheme correctly ranks 4.14(b)(left) higher than 4.14(b)(right). In order
to use this scheme we would have to evaluate expressions of the type (4.15) during
recognition time. There is no closed form solution for evaluating integrals of that type
and numerical Monte-Carlo integration techniques must be used. These techniques are
computationally very costly so we recommend using the simpler recognition ranking
scheme presented in Section 4.7.2.

4.8 Experimental Recognition Results
In this section we present the implementation of our recognition algorithm and show
experimental results of running it on real images. Our model database consists of the
ve objects shown in Figure 4.15.
We extract edges from the image using the Canny edge detector 16] and then detect
lines from the extracted edges. We combine these lines automatically into feature sets
using the following technique: we detect corners in the image as the intersection point of
the supporting lines of two lines in the image when the actual termination points of the
two lines is close to the intersection point. Once a corner has been detected, additional
lines which terminate close to the corner are added to the list of lines emanating from
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(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 4.15 Model database: (a) a truncated pyramid, (b) a box, (c) a triangular prism,
(d) another prism, (e) a pyramid.
it. We label lines which end in the middle of another line (T junctions) as partially
occluded edges. We generate feature sets from this information. For each line triple
emanating from a corner, we generate an angle/angle feature set. For each pair of lines
emanating from a corner, we generate an ratio/angle feature set when both lines start
and end at a vertex, or an occluded ratio/angle feature set when one or both of them
end at a T junction. Since in the current implementation none of the models in our
database displays self occlusion, occluded ratio/angle feature sets are discarded. The
feature sets extracted in this stage need not be perfect because an important feature of
our recognition algorithm is that it is robust to uncertain and incomplete input.
For each feature set, we retrieve from the look-up tables the corresponding match
hypotheses and their probabilities. The match hypotheses for all the feature sets are
combined into a list, sorted by probability and processed in that order. For each hypothesis, we search for matches with compatible pose uncertainty regions. We compute the
rank of each compatible pair of matches found and maintain a list of compatible pairs of
matches sorted by rank. The algorithm outputs the interpretations due to the pairs of
matches with the highest ranks. As was explained in Section 4.7.2, this raking scheme
can be extended to deal will larger sets of features with a small extra computational cost.
In this implementation however, only pairs of matches were considered.
To make this algorithm a complete recognition system the following two steps have to
be added: least squares estimation of pose, and hypothesis veri cation by backprojection.
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These two steps have not been implemented yet since the focus was put on nding ecient
ways to generate promising hypotheses.
We now present several examples of results obtained running our algorithm on real
images.
Figure 4.16(a) shows an image of the rectangular pyramid and the second prism.
Note that the results of the edge detection and line extraction (Figure 4.16(b)) contain
features that are due to the background and shadows. Figure 4.16(c) shows the features
belonging to feature sets extracted from the image. Note that the line due to the shadow
of the prism is part of angle/angle feature sets where the other lines participating in those
feature sets are edges of the prism itself. Edges which have not been fully extracted by
the edge detector may only participate in angle/angle feature sets and are discarded
when they are not adjacent to a trihedral corner. Applying this criterion to this image
caused most features due to the background to be discarded. The objects recognized by
the algorithm are shown in Figure 4.16(d).
Results of running the algorithm on an image of two triangular prisms with partial
occlusion are shown in Figure 4.17. Note that the edge detector was not able to recover
the internal edge of the triangular shape but found all the silhouette edges.
In Figure 4.18, the results of processing another image of the two triangular prisms
with partial occlusion are shown. Here, a di erent part of the second prism is occluded.
Note that again internal edges were not detected by the edge detector. The internal edge
of the second prism is especially interesting. Parts of the edge were detected but not the
whole edge. Therefore the segments of the edge participate only in angle/angle feature
sets but not in ratio/angle feature sets.
We collected in Table 4.3 statistics regarding the run of the algorithm on the examples
shown above. For each run, we tabulated the number of feature sets extracted from the
image, the number of match hypotheses retrieved from the look-up tables, the number of
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pairs of match hypotheses which were tested for compatibility, the number of compatible
pairs found, how many of them were correct and how many of the rst ten compatible
pairs rank by probability were actually correct and their ranks.
The ranking of the possible interpretations appears quite good. Only the results for
the image in 4.16 seem disappointing. The reason for this is symmetry: all the objects
which appear in the images are symmetric. However, only the pyramid has a four-way
symmetry whereas the others have only a two-way symmetry. For a symmetric object
there are a number of correct poses which yield the same image. Therefore the probability
of the correct interpretation is divided between the matches due to the symmetric poses,
reducing the ranks of them all. When the symmetric hypotheses were combined (by
hand) into one, the results changed dramatically and nine of the rst ten results were
correct. We can exploit symmetry further by removing symmetric match hypotheses
from the match hypothesis look-up tables, reducing considerably the number of match
hypotheses and hypothesis pairs which have to be processed. We can automatically
detect the symmetries of an object using the method proposed by Flynn 30].
In Table 4.4, we display the running times of the algorithm on the three images. For
each run we tabulated the time it took the algorithm until a correct hypothesis pair of
one of the two objects has been tested, the time until a correct hypothesis pair belonging
to the other object is tested and the total run time of the algorithm which terminates
after testing all hypothesis pairs. The algorithm was implemented in Lisp and run on
a Sun SPARC10 computer. It is important to note that due to the rank of the match
hypotheses most of the correct results will be found early in the run of the algorithm and
there is no need to test all possible hypothesis pairs. Also note that our main concern
was to explore the concepts underlying these algorithms, and little e ort was made to
implement this algorithm eciently.
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Figure Feature
Match
Hypothesis Possible Correct Correct Results
Sets Hypotheses
Pairs
Results Results of the 10 Highest
Ranked Results
4.16
25
3134
48428
184
88
3 (1,2,8)
4.17
11
1516
4849
55
11
5 (1-3,7,8)
4.18
16
1980
15672
140
42
9 (1,3-10)
Table 4.3 The recognition results table shows statistics from various stages of the recognition algorithm.
Figure

Time Until First Time Until Second
Total
Object Hypothesis Object Hypothesis Run Time
4.16
7min
24min
68min
4.17
3min
6min
12min
4.18
2min
3min
26min
Table 4.4 Timing of the run of the algorithm: time until the rst hypothesis pair which
correctly recognizes the rst object was tested time until the rst hypothesis pair which
correctly recognizes the second object was tested
We show several incorrect hypothesis pairs found by our algorithm in Figure 4.19 in
order to characterize them and suggest methods to avoid processing the pairs of matches
which yielded them in the rst place. In Figure 4.19(a), the interpretation of the scene
is correct, only the pose of the object is wrong. However, as the internal edges of the
object were not found by the edge detector there is no way to distinguish between the
correct and incorrect pose, they both yield the same silhouette. A similar example is
shown in Figure 4.19(b). However in this case internal edges were recovered by the edge
detector and the correct match should be ranked higher when more features are added
to the match.
The examples in Figures 4.19(c,d) show how any rectangular or triangular face can be
matched to any other face of the same type. In order to avoid this type of erroneous pairs
of matches, it is better not to process pairs of hypotheses whose model features belong
to the same face at all. Although correct hypothesis pairs will also be discarded, the
performance of the recognition algorithm will not be hurt because the algorithm could
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not distinguish between the correct pair and the many incorrect ones and gives them all
a low rank.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.16 Recognition results for an image of a rectangular pyramid and a prism: (a)
the image (b) the results of edge and line detection (c) feature sets recovered from the
image (d) recognized objects.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.17 Recognition results for an image of two triangular prisms with partial
occlusion: (a) the image (b) the results of edge and line detection (c) feature sets
recovered from the image (d) recognized objects.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.18 Recognition results for another image of two triangular prisms with partial
occlusion: (a) the image (b) the results of edge and line detection (c) feature sets
recovered from the image (d) recognized objects.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.19 Wrong recognition results: (a) the triangular object with an incorrect pose
(b) the triangular object with another incorrect pose which contradicts some of the other
features extracted from the image (c) a triangular face of the triangular object is matched
to a face of the truncated pyramid (d) a rectangular face of the prism is matched to the
wrong rectangular face of the prism.
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4.9 Discussion
In this chapter we have presented a probabilistic 3D object recognition algorithm. We
have studied the nature of the iso-ratio and iso-angle curves and traced them on the viewing sphere. We have used these curves to accurately compute conditional probabilities
that image features match model features. The probabilities have been incorporated into
a probabilistic model which takes into account the uncertainties inherent in the input
to the recognition algorithm. These probabilities have been used to decide the order in
which to process the match hypotheses. We have developed a method to compute the
pose of the object using a minimal feature set in the image which matches to feature
set in the model database. Taking the uncertainty in values measured in the image into
account, we have computed the uncertainty pose region for each hypothesis. By nding
hypotheses whose pose regions have a non-empty intersection, we have been able to nd
a set of feature sets which reinforce the recognition hypothesis. We have ranked these
hypotheses by computing the probability that all the feature sets in the set came from
the same instance of the suggested object. To make this algorithm a complete recognition
system least squares estimation of pose, and hypothesis veri cation by backprojection
have to be added.
Future work will be dedicated to improving the eciency of the algorithm by nding
better ways to order the rank hypotheses, process hypothesis pairs and nd smaller and
more accurate pose uncertainty regions. Another important research direction would be
to extend this probabilistic recognition scheme to deal with more complicated objects
such as curved objects.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary
In this thesis we have studied various e ects of uncertainty on the interpretation of images
of polyhedral objects.
In Chapter 2, we have presented an algorithm which recovers the shape of 3D polyhedra using line-drawing analysis and shading information. The main contributions of
this approach are that:
it deals explicitly with uncertainty in vertex position
it a ords a general scheme for 3D shape recovery using complex reectance models.
The main limitation of this approach is that it assumes that the line-drawing has been
correctly extracted by the edge detector. Future research should be directed to combining
line-drawing analysis and shading information to correctly extract the line-drawing, fully
automating the shape recovery process.
In chapter 3, we have computed the nite-resolution aspect graph of polyhedral objects. The main contributions of our approach are that:
it provides a more realistic aspect graph which accounts for the nite resolution of
the camera
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it provides a systematic method for computing the nite-resolution view of an
object
we have analyzed the complexity of the algorithm and the size of the aspect graph.
The main limitation of our approach is that although the nite-resolution aspect
graph has the same asymptotic complexity as the classical aspect graph, its size is still
larger for some type of objects but smaller for others. Future research should be directed to achieving better understanding of the complexity of aspect graphs for various
classes of objects and developing more ecient algorithms for computing them. Better
understanding is needed on the ecient construction of nite-resolution views.
In Chapter 4, we have developed a 3D object recognition algorithm. The main contributions of our approach are:
we have obtained a better understanding of the probabilistic peaking e ect and
developed techniques for accurately computing the conditional probabilities related
to that e ect
we have developed new techniques for computing the pose of an object and estimating the pose uncertainty region
we have developed a probabilistic expression for ranking possible scene interpretations
we have integrated them into a fully-implemented recognition algorithm.
The main limitations of this approach are that it applies only to polyhedral objects,
and that it would not be very ecient in very cluttered scenes and when using a large
database of objects. Future research should be directed to incorporating additional information (e.g., clustering of image features or shading information) into the probabilistic
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model, which would help guide the recognition process, and extending this general framework to deal with other classes of objects such as curved objects.
Although three di erent problems were attacked in this thesis, similar techniques were
used and common problems were addressed in the di erent chapters.
Uncertainty in vertex position was addressed in chapters 2 and 4. In Chapter 2
uncertainty in vertex position was accounted for in checking the legality of line-drawings,
and in Chapter 4 it was accounted for in estimating pose uncertainty regions and in
ranking sets of hypotheses.
We have used similar techniques for tracing curves in chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter
3, they were used to trace curves of the nite-resolution aspect graph and in Chapter 4
they were used to trace iso-ratio and iso-angle curves.
In Chapter 4, aspect graphs have been computed using techniques similar to the ones
used in Chapter 3. These aspect graphs have been used to compute the probability
that sets of features are visible and to check in which non-critical regions of the aspect
graph features were partially or fully occluded and use this information in computing the
probability functions for the match hypotheses.
This thesis has attacked three problems in which uncertainty plays a key role. A
better understanding of the e ects of uncertainty in computer vision is needed to design
more robust algorithms and more realistic representations.
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APPENDIX A
Construction of Finite-Resolution Aspects
The input to the aspect simpli cation algorithm is an in nite-resolution aspect. The
algorithm merges features which are closer than a preset distance  and produces a
nite-resolution aspect. The nite-resolution aspect represents the incidence relationships
between the features (i.e., which vertices seem to lie on which edges), not the exact
geometric position of each feature which changes for di erent aspects in the same critical
region.
In the rst stage of the algorithm the projection of the in nite-resolution aspect of
the object is created using the given viewing direction. From this information and the
structure of the object we create the following data structures:
the graph which is the incidence relationships between the visible vertices and edges
in the image,
a list of pairs of close features.
The goal of the algorithm is to update the graph by recording the fact that pairs
of close features lie on each other. There are various operations which can be done to
incorporate pairs of features into the graph. They can be as simple as merging two vertices
or putting a vertex on an edge, or more complicated as creating a \thick vertex". For each
such operation there are preconditions which must be ful lled, changes to the graph, and
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the corresponding pairs of features which are removed from the list. Complex operations
were de ned only when their e ect could not be achieved by applying a series of simpler
operations. Operations are sorted by complexity, and the most complex operation whose
preconditions have been met is performed. Certain operations will update the graph and
remove pairs of features from the list where others will just remove features from the list
which were discovered to be meaningless. This might enable a di erent operation that
was previously disabled due to pair no removed to be executed. The process is repeated
until there are no more operations that can be performed.
We now present a list of the operations, the circumstances in which they are activated,
and actions they perform. Each action is accompanied by an illustration. In these
illustrations we denote two close features by a dashed line and two features which are
more than  apart are denoted by $.
Two close vertices are merged in the graph (Figure A.1(a)) when no other feature
is close to one of them but not to the other. The feature pair is removed from the
list.
A vertex close to an edge is placed on the edge in the graph (Figure A.1(b)) when
no other feature is close to one of them but not to the other. The feature pair is
removed from the list.
A vertex which is not close to another vertex but is close to two edges incident to
it, is merged with the vertex in the graph but the merged vertex is labelled as a
\thick" vertex (Figure A.1(c)). The feature pairs involving the vertex and the two
edges are removed from the list.
Usually when the length of a projection of an edge is less than , its vertices are
merged. When however one of the vertices is also close to another edge (Figure
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A.1(d)), the edge seems to extend till that edge making it seem to be longer. In
that case we place the vertex on the other edge.
Pairs of vertices which lie on the same edge are removed from the list (Figure
A.1(e)). This is the rst example of an operation which does not update the graph
only removes spurious pairs of features from the list such that other operations
might be enabled.
A similar but more complicated operation occurs when the pairs of vertices lie on
two edges but there are two pending edge vertex pairs which would cause the two
edges to be merged (Figure A.1(f)). Again spurious pairs are removed from the list
and the graph is not updated.
When several vertices are near each other they can not be merged when there exists
another feature which is close to some of them but not to them all. This operation
illustrated in Figure A.1(g), deals with the case where the obstructing feature is
a vertex which lies on the same edge as one of the other vertices and therefore
the vertices can be merged as they will all lie on the same edge at the end. The
operation merges the close features and removes the appropriate feature pairs from
the list.
When the viewing direction is just above the plane of a face the width of the face
which is de ned as the maximum distance between a vertex and an opposite edge
is less than  the face is collapsed into a series of adjacent edges between the two
vertices furthest apart from each other (Figure A.1(h)). All the other vertices must
be near one of the edges which remain.
A similar case occurs when all the vertices in the face a close to non-adjacent edges
but not to the series of edges into which the face was supposed to collapse (Figure
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A.1(i)). In this case the region occupied by the face is designated as a dark region
as the whole region is populated by close edges.
In the last case there are three edges from di erent faces such that the rst is close
to the second which is close to the third but the rst and the third are not close to
each other (Figure A.1(j)). The result is again a dark area.
We try to apply these operations in the reverse order to the order in which they were
presented here. After an operation has been applied successfully, we attempt to apply
these operations again. This is repeated until the list of pairs of close features is empty.
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(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Figure A.1 Aspect simpli cation operations.
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APPENDIX B
Curve Tracing and Homotopy Continuation
\Solving" a set of polynomial equations may entail deciding whether these equations
admits common zeros, computing these zeros (they may be isolated or lie on curves
or surfaces), or characterizing the regions where a set of inequalities is satis ed (cell
decomposition) 5]. In this appendix, we present for completeness the set of tools that
we have used for solving the rst two problems. The following is adapted from 55] with
permission of the authors. Symbolic and numerical methods for cell decomposition are
discussed in 5, 6, 29, 55] for example.

B.1 Curve Tracing
Consider the problem of tracing a curve ; de ned implicitly in IRn+1 by n polynomial
equations in n + 1 unknowns:

8
>> P (X  X  : : :  X ) = 0
n
>< 1 0 1
>> : : :
>: P (X  X  : : :  X ) = 0:
n 0 1
n

(B.1)

We present an algorithm that overcomes the main diculties of curve tracing, namely
nding a sample point on every real branch and marching through singularities.
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X1
S3
S1

E1

E2

S2

S4
X0

Figure B.1 Curve tracing.
The algorithm is decomposed into the following steps: (1) Compute all extremal
points of ; in some direction, say X0 (this includes all singular points). (2) Compute all
intersections of ; with the hyperplanes orthogonal to the X0 axis at the extremal points.
(3) For each interval of the X0 axis delimited by these hyperplanes, intersect ; and the
hyperplane passing through the mid-point of the interval to obtain one sample for each
real branch. (4) March numerically from the sample points found in step (3) to the
intersection points found in step (2) by predicting new points through Taylor expansion
and correcting them through Newton iterations.
Figure B.1 illustrates this algorithm with a curve traced in IR2 . This curve has two
extremal points E1 E2 and four regular branches with sample points S1 to S4 note that
E2 is singular.
Step (1) of the algorithm requires the computation of the extrema of ; in the X0
direction. These points are the solutions of the system of n + 1 polynomial equations in
n + 1 unknowns obtained by adding the equation jJ j = 0 to system (B.1). Here, J is the
Jacobian matrix (@Pi =@Xj ), with i j = 1 :: n. Steps (2) and (3) require computing the
intersections of a curve with a hyperplane, and these points are once again the solutions
of a square system of polynomial equations. We use the homotopy continuation method,
as described in next section, to solve these systems.
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t=0

;!

t=1
Figure B.2 An example of continuation. The right view is seen from the t axis.
The actual tracing is performed in step (4) of the algorithm. It uses a classical
prediction/correction approach based on a rst order Taylor expansion of the Pi's (higher
order expansions could also be used 8, 27]). This involves inverting the Jacobian matrix
J which is guaranteed to be nonsingular on extrema-free intervals.
Note that curve branches are connected to each other in step (4), yielding a graph
structure similar to the s-graph representation of plane curves constructed through cylindrical algebraic decomposition 4]. Finally, note that all real branches can be traced in
parallel. As shown below, nding the extrema of the curve and its intersections with a
family of hyperplanes is a parallel process too.

B.2 Homotopy Continuation
Consider the following system of n polynomial equations in n unknowns:

8
>
>
P (X  : : :  Xn) = 0
>
< 1 1
:::
>
>
>
: Pn(X1 : : :  Xn) = 0:

(B.2)

Let us denote this system by P(X) = 0, with P = (P1 : : :  Pn)T and X = (X1 : : :  Xn)T .
To solve it, we use the homotopy continuation method 61], itself a simple form of curve
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tracing. The principle of the method is as follows. Let Q(X) = 0 be another system of
polynomial equations with the same total degree as P(X) = 0, but known solutions. A
homotopy, parameterized by t 2 0 1], can be de ned between the two systems by:
(1 ; t)Q(X) + tP(X) = 0:

(B.3)

The solutions of the target system are found by tracing the curve de ned in IRn+1 by
these equations from t = 0 to t = 1 according to step (4) of our curve tracing algorithm.
In this case however, the sample points are the known solutions of Q(X) = 0 at t = 0,
which allows us to bypass step (3) of the algorithm. It can also be shown 61] that with
an appropriate choice of Q, the curve has no extrema or singularities, which allows us to
also bypass steps (1,2).
Figure B.2 shows an example of continuation, where a single equation in one unknown
P (X ) = X 6 ; 5:35X 5 + 7:265X 4 + 9:925X 3 ; 38:7X 2 + 39:31X ; 13:455 = 0 is solved
by tracking six paths in the complex plane, starting at the roots of Q(X ) = X 6 ; 1, i.e.,
the roots of unity, at t = 0, and ending at the three real roots and the two conjugate
complex roots of P (X ) at t = 1. Note that one of the real roots is a double root, with
two paths converging toward it.
Like regular curve tracing, continuation is a parallel process. It is actually where
most time can be saved by exploiting parallelism, since all complex branches of the
continuation curve must be traced. In contrast, in most applications of curve tracing, we
are only interested in the (relatively few) real branches of the curves to be traced. We
use a distributed implementation by Kriegman and Ponce, which runs on networks of
UNIX workstations and can be used to solve systems with up to a few thousand roots.
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